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Foreword 
It is my humble pleasure to present to the people of Bungoma County this report on delimitation 

of Village Units, as per Article 176(2)  of the Constitution and Section 48 (d) and (e) of the County 

Government Act, 2012.  This is the start of a critical process that will progressively enable us to 

cascade our services closer to the people. 

 In implementing the concept of devolution, His Excellence the  Governor of the County 

Government of Bungoma Hon Kenneth Lusaka while exercising his powers under Article 179(1) 

of the constitution of Kenya and Section 30(2) (a) of the County Government Act appointed a 

Task Force on delimitation of village administrative units on 13th March, 2014 vide gazette notice 

No. 1590. The Task Force proceeded and engaged the public in the exercise through public 

forums, focus groups, expert interviews and considered written memoranda. In exercising its 

mandate, the Task Force undertook this excise with due diligence and in accordance with the 

law. The Task Force held a total of twenty three (23) Public forum meetings from 31st March, 

2014 to 28th April, 2014 in nine sub-counties. At the end of the exercise the Task Force took a 

retreat to collate and analyse the views collected in the field and drafted a preliminary report 

between 15th May and 18th May 2014. The preliminary report served as a basis for holding 

further consultative meetings.  

The Task Force that worked on this report was guided by the relevant laws and the need to 

achieve an optimum number of Village Units that are economically viable and administratively 

efficient to run. This would enable the County Government to rationalize expenditure on the 

recurrent costs of running these units, while freeing scarce resources for development. 

I thank the members of the Task Force, various stakeholders and above all, the people of 

Bungoma County for having participated in the consultations that culminated in the process of 

preparing this report. Sustainable development can only be achieved with such strong 

participation in decision making processes on issues that directly affect the people. 

 Operationalization of these Units will deepen the fruits of devolution since both wards and 

village units will become the focus of development. The services of the County Government of 

Bungoma will also move closer to the people with other associated benefits such as improved 

social infrastructure, improved security and peaceful co-existence. 
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The Task Force calls upon the   County Government of Bungoma to immediately embark on  

sensitisation of the public regarding the   newly delimited village administrative units if devolved 

county Government structures are to remain a reality to the people of Bungoma  no sooner the 

units are gazetted. We therefore urge the public to continue engaging in this critical exercise 

meaningfully through their respective Hon. Members of the County Assembly as the final 

exercise of legislating on the proposed delimited Village administrative units rests with them.  

 

 

Wenani .A. Kilong’i 

Chairperson 

Task Force on Delimitation of Village Administrative Units 

Bungoma County 
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Executive Summary 

Members of Task Force on the Delimitation of village Units were nominated and gazetted in the 

Kenya gazette notice no 1590 of 14th March 2014 by His Excellency the Governor of Bungoma 

County, Hon Kenneth Lusaka to exercise the powers conferred by Articles 10  of the Constitution 

of Kenya in embracing the concept of devolution. Pursuant to Section 46 (1) and 48 (3) of the 

County Government Act, the Task Force is mandated to involve the Public in participating in the 

process and ensure that they come up with recommendations based on appropriate legislation. 

The Task Force was mandated to compile a report to the County Executive making 

recommendations on the feasible (socio – economically) number of village units proposed for 

every ward. The findings and recommendations of the Task Force are presented in this report.                           

The Report is a culmination of intensive public consultations by use of Public Fora, Radio talk 

shows, use of memorandums, expert and key Informant Interviews. 

This Report is divided into five chapters:-  

Chapter I – Covers background information on the delimitation of village Units process: This 

chapter takes into account the significance of the concept of devolution in the Kenyan 

Government as enshrined in the Constitution of Kenya (C.o.K), the Framework of the County 

government versus the Central government. It outlines the mandate of the Task force, historical 

overview of boundary delimitation in Kenya and outlines the legal frame work. 

Chapter II – This chapter sets out the methodology that the Task Force employed in the 

performance of its mandate. In this section, the task force defines the criteria for boundaries 

delimitation as stipulated under Article 89 of the Constitution. The chapter discusses the salient 

issues relevant to application of the criteria including: factors outlined under Article 89(5), 

variations from the population quota under Article 89(6), while ensuring the principle of 

progressive attainment of the quota, and the implication of Section 174(c) which enhances the 

process of people participation in making decisions that affect them. The Chapter also outlines 

the various methodologies and data collection tools that were used in the process, the Task 

force in making its proposals used advanced statistical analysis, integration of GIS technology 

and extensive public consultations.      
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Chapter III – Outlines the observations and assessment of emerging issues that emanated from 

every sub county, during the Public forums. It gives an outline of the population size in every Sub 

County, the geographical features and other parameters as outlined in Section 48 (3) of the 

County Government Act. This chapter gives a narrative on the number of proposed villages per 

ward. 

Chapter IV – This Chapter discusses the findings and recommendations. Among 

recommendations is a template indicating the number of wards and the proposed village 

Administrative Units in each Sub- County.  

Chapter V – This Chapter summarizes the pertinent issues contained in the report and makes 

conclusions.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background on Devolution 

The driving force behind the exercise on Delimitation of Villages entirely lies in the concept 

of Devolution – This is the Promise that the Kenyan Constitution, promulgated on the 4th 

August 2010 promised the Kenyan Citizenry.  

 

Devolution entails transferring of selected functions from a central authority to the lowest 

feasible structure. Among other functions, it involves the ceding (legal act - giving) of 

power from a Central Authority to Local Authority.  The current System of governance has 

transferred power to the 47 Counties as listed in the Fourth Schedule of CoK 2010. Each of 

these Counties has formed its own County Government comprising of the County 

Assembly and the Executive. According to the Constitution, devolution endeavours to 

entrench participation of the people in making informed decisions on issues that affect 

them at local levels as follows: 

i. It ensures equitable sharing of national and local resources 

ii. it gives powers of self-governance to the people and enhance the participation of the 

people in the exercising of the powers of the state and in making decisions affecting 

them 

iii. it protects and promotes the interests and rights of minorities and marginalized 

communities 

iv. it facilitates social and economic development and provision of proximate, easily 

accessible services throughout Kenya 

 

Therefore, County governments exist to fulfil their mandate in accordance with section 5 

(1-6) of the County Governments Act 2012, which is as follows;  
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i. To implement assigned and transferred functions by the National Government under 

article 187  

ii. To implement both National and County Legislations in accordance with the Fourth 

Schedule  part two of the CoK  2010, 

The Constitution of Kenya, 2010 creates a devolved system of government with two  arms 

of government; namely the Legislature and the Executive unlike the National Government 

which has three arms, the Judiciary inclusive of the afore mentioned . 

The primary objective of decentralization is to devolve power, resources and 

representation down to the local level. To this end, various laws have been enacted by 

Parliament to create strategies for the implementation framework and the adoption on 

which objectives of devolution can be achieved. 

 Article (1) of the Constitution of Kenya asserts the Sovereignty of the people of Kenya as 

follows: 

1) All sovereign power belongs to the people of Kenya and shall be exercised only in 

accordance with this Constitution. 

2) The people may exercise their sovereign power either directly or through their 

democratically elected representatives. 

3) This power shall be exercised at National level or at County level as stipulated in 

Article 1 (4) (a) and (b); at   national and   county level. 

As provided for in the Fourth Schedule of the CoK, a total of 14 functions were devolved to 

the counties. With emphasis being made for the counties to embrace participatory 

approach   and enhance capacity development at the County and community level.  

Furthermore, The Constitution of Kenya (2010) prescribes national values and principles of 

governance which include sharing and devolution of power. It creates a two-tier 

government: a national government and 47 County Governments. The Fourth Schedule 

delineates the functions of the National and County Governments. 
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 Devolution is firmly anchored in the following legislative framework: CoK 2010, County 

Government Act 2012, the Transition to Devolved Government Act, 2012   Urban Areas 

and Cities Act, 2011; 2012; The Intergovernmental Relations Act, 2012 and The Public 

Finance Management Act, 2012. Leadership and Integrity Act, 2012 and, the National Land 

Commission Act, 2012.  

1.2 The Constitution of Kenya (Repealed)  

The former Constitution, as amended by the Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) Act, 

2008 established an interim framework for delimitation of boundaries following the 

disbandment of the Electoral Commission of Kenya. Article 41(c) provided for the 

establishment and composition of the Interim Independent Boundaries Review 

Commission (IIBRC). Article 41(11) provided that the IIBRC “shall stand dissolved twenty 

four months after the commencement of this section or three months after the 

promulgation of a new Constitution, whichever is the earlier.”  

The functions of the IIBRC were provided, under Article 41(C), to include:  making 

recommendations to Parliament on the delimitation of constituencies and local authority 

electoral units and the optimal number of constituencies on the basis of equality of votes 

taking into account:  

 density of population, and in particular the need to ensure adequate 

representation of urban and sparsely-populated rural areas;  

 population trends;  

 means of communication;  

 community interests;  

The IIBRC was mandated to make recommendations to Parliament on administrative 

boundaries, including the fixing, reviewing and variation of boundaries of districts and 

other units; and, performance of such other functions as may be prescribed by Parliament.  

The mandate of the IIBRC was therefore restricted to making recommendations to 

Parliament in accordance with specified criteria. It also included making recommendations 

on administrative boundaries. 
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1.3 The Constitution of Kenya, 2010  

The Constitution of Kenya makes fundamental changes to the legal framework for 

delimitation of boundaries as undertaken by IIBRC. It establishes the Independent 

Electoral and Boundaries Commission which is mandated to conduct and manage elections 

and referenda and undertake boundaries delimitation. Article 89 of the Constitution 

provides the criteria for delimitation of the boundaries of constituencies and wards, 

obligation for consultation of all interested persons, and provisions on the judicial review 

of the decisions of the Commission.  

Article 89 of the Constitution caps the number of constituencies at 290 and stipulates the 

frequency, manner and criteria for the delimitation of boundaries of constituencies and 

wards. Article 89(5) specifically states that the “boundaries of each constituency shall be 

such that the number of inhabitants in the constituency is as nearly as possible equal to 

the population quota”. Article 89(6) provides variations around this quota, not greater 

than or lesser than:  forty per cent (40%) in the case of cities and sparsely populated areas; 

and, thirty per cent (30%) for other areas.  

Article 89(5) further mandates the Commission to take into account other factors such as:  

geographical features and urban centres; community interest, historical, economic and 

cultural ties; and means of communication.   

Article 89 (5) The boundaries of each constituency shall be such that the number of 

inhabitants in the constituency is, as nearly as possible, equal to the population quota, but 

the number of inhabitants of a constituency may be greater or lesser than the population 

quota in the manner specified in clause (6) to take account of-- 

1. geographical features and urban centers; 

2. community of interest, historical, economic and cultural ties; and 

3. Means of communication. 

In the same clause (6), the number of inhabitants of a constituency or ward may be greater 

or lesser than the population quota by a margin of not more than-- 

a) forty per cent for cities and sparsely populated areas; 
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        b) thirty per cent for the other areas. 

In clause (7), in reviewing constituency and ward boundaries the Commission shall-- 

(a) Consult all interested parties; and  

(b) Progressively work towards ensuring that the number of inhabitants in each 

constituency and ward is, as nearly as possible, equal to the population quota. 

Article 176(2) states that every county government shall decentralize its functions and the 

provision of its services to the extent that it is efficient and practicable to do so. Further, 

Part VI, Section 48 state thus, the functions and provision of services of each county 

Government shall be decentralized to: 

(1) (d) such number of village units in each County as may be determined by the county 

Assembly of the respective County; and 

(1) (e) such other or further units as a County Government may determine.  

According to international standards, the legal framework regulating drawing of 

boundaries for (electoral) units is expected to make provisions for:  

 the frequency of such boundaries delimitation;  

 criteria for such determination;  

 framework for public participation in the process;  

 institutional framework, including the ultimate authority, for the final 

determination of the    electoral units; and,  

 Resolution of disputes including the role, if any, of the Judiciary. 

In regard to The County Governments, The County Government Act, 2012 Section 48 (3) 

states that in establishing a village unit, a County Assembly shall take into account the 

following; 

a) Population size  

b) Geographical features 

c) Community of interest, historical, economic and cultural ties; 
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d) Means of communication In view of the above viz historical events, international 

practices and the new constitutional dispensation and the need to actualize devolution 

structures in the County Government, the Task Force on Delimitation of village 

administrative units was formed. 

1.4 The Purpose and Mandate of the Task Force on Delimitation of Village Units.  

In the performance of its functions, like any other Task force, it is expected to be subject 

only to the Constitution and other relevant laws and to be independent, hence not subject 

to the direction or control by any person or authority. 

 

The terms of reference of the Task Force was: to collect the people’s views in regard to the 

delimitation of village units in Bungoma County. The exercise was commissioned by the 

Governor on 21st, March, 2014.  

1) The Task Force was mandated to visit the Nine Sub Counties and document 

through citizen participation, public opinion on the sustainable number of village 

units proposed for every ward. 

2) Undertake to amicably manage potential conflicts of interest that may arise from 

time to time during the activity period 

3) Compile a report to the County Executive making recommendations on the feasible 

(socio – economically) number of village units proposed for every ward. 

4) To rationalize the total number of villages within the ‘Sustainability Regime’ so as 

to achieve the objective of effective and efficient service delivery. 

5) To ensure existence of the interdependence of communities and economies e. g 

human settlement, and the need for cohesive, integrated and un-fragmented 

areas, including town areas.  

6) To ensure observance of the Rule of law, The right of communities to manage their 

own affairs and further their own development, equitable sharing of administrative 

resources, Representation of Minority and marginalized 

The Task Force was charged with the responsibility to move across the County in all 9 sub 

counties, collecting information and collating the same into one document for 
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presentation to the County Assembly for final approval. The Task Force started its work 

guided by the following principles: public sensitization and non-discrimination. 

1.5 Public Sensitisation  

The principle of public participation and involvement is a running thread throughout the 

Constitution. The Task Force was required by the Constitution to observe the principle of 

public participation and consultation with stakeholders in its processes.  

1.5.1 Non-Discrimination 

Article 27(4) prohibits discrimination on the basis of ethnic or social origin, religion, 

conscience, belief, culture, dress or language. Article 27(6) further calls on the state to 

undertake, ‘legislative and other measures, including affirmative action programmes and 

policies designed to redress any disadvantage suffered by individuals or groups because of 

past discrimination’ 

1.6 The County Government versus the National Government Structure. 

The CoK introduced a two tier structure of Government that is; National Government and 

County Government. Article 6 (2) states, the Governments at the national and County 

levels are distinct and inter-dependent and shall conduct their mutual relations on the 

basis of consultation and cooperation. 

1.6.1 The National Government Framework 

The National Government framework is composed of the Republic of Kenya, Regions, 

Counties, Districts, Divisions, Locations, Sub-locations and Villages.  
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Figure 1: Structure of the National Government  

 

 

1.6.2 The Devolved   Government Structure 

The devolved government structure is composed of the following: The Republic, County, 

Sub-county, and Ward and Village unit.   

Figure 2: Structure of the Devolved Government  

 

Village units will be determined by the County Assembly of Bungoma. This village unit will 

be headed by Village administrator appointed by County Public Service Board. This will be 

the last focal point of development. 
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He/she shall have professional qualifications and technical knowledge in administration. A 

village administrator shall coordinate, manage and supervise the general administrative 

functions in the village including: (i) ensuring and coordinating the participation of the 

village unit in governance. (ii) Assisting the village unit to develop the administrative 

capacity for the effective exercise of the functions and powers and participation in 

governance at the local level.  

Each village unit shall establish Village Council comprising of:  

1) the village administrator who shall be the chairperson of the village council  

2) not less than three and not more than five village elders competitively appointed 

by the village administrator with the approval of the County Assembly, taking into 

account gender balance 

A village council shall be responsible for: ensuring and coordinating the participation of the 

village unit in governance; assisting the village unit to develop the administrative capacity 

for the effective exercise of the functions and powers and participation in governance at 

the local level; monitoring the implementation of policies at the village unit; advising the 

ward administrator and sub-county administrator on matters pertaining to the village; any 

other function necessary for the better administration of the village unit. 

Bungoma County has nine districts which also serve as sub-counties, forty five wards which 

are also equivalent to Divisions and the proposed village units which are equivalent of sub-

locations. Bungoma County has been part and parcel of the process of boundary reviews 

that has been ongoing in Kenya since independence. 

1.7 Historical Overview of Bungoma County 

Bungoma County is located in Western region of Kenya, bordering Uganda, whose 

headquarters is Bungoma town. It was hived from what was formerly referred to as Elgon 

Nyanza region which was formally composed of Nyanza and Western Provinces. In 1956, 

Bungoma town was made the Headquarter of Elgon Nyanza district and thereafter granted 

the Urban Centre status. It became a Town Council in 1973 before being elevated to a 

Municipality in 1980. The current settlements and demarcations were influenced by the 

colonial history.  
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Its recent growth however is attributed to; its location in the Western Sugar belt with both 

Nzoia and Mumias sugar factories only a short drive away and so is the Pan African Paper 

Mills factory at Webuye. Other factors include; immigration, urbanization, infrastructure 

and land use patterns. 

 The origin of the name Bungoma has two versions: 

1. The site was inhabited by a Kalenjin sub-tribe called "Bangot" 

2. It was a meeting place by the Bukusu elders who used drums "engoma’’ to 

summon people to meetings- consequently, it was referred to as the place of 

drums by the local Bukusu hence the name Bungoma. 

 

Later, the larger Bungoma was further divided into nine districts namely:  

1)  Kabuchai District with its Headquarters at Chwele, the second largest open air 

market with trade in agro-products and livestock valued at more than Ksh10 million 

on peak days. 

2) Sirisia District with its Headquarters  at Sirisia 

3) Bungoma North District with its Headquarters being constructed at Mukuyuni. 

4) Kimilili District with its Headquarter at Kimilili 

5) Webuye East District with its Headquarters at Webuye-home to the biggest pulp 

and paper factory as well as the famed Nabuyole (Webuye) fall. 

6) Webuye West with its Headquarter at Matisi 

7)  Kanduyi District with its Headquarters at Bungoma town. 

8) Bumula District with its Headquarter at Bumula. 

9) Mt.Elgon District with its Headquarters at Kapsokwony.  

These Districts are made up of several administrative divisions, locations, sub-locations 

and villages.   
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1.8 Economy 

The major economic activity is farming and business. There are two major industries in 

Bungoma County namely; Nzoia Sugar Factory and Pan Paper mills at Webuye. 

The area experiences high rainfall throughout the year, and is home to several large rivers, 

which are used for small-scale irrigation; this explains why the county is an agricultural 

area. 

Dairy farming is one of the key economic activities revolving around agro- production 

making processing of milk and manufactures of milk products a venture worth investing in. 

There is potential for   cotton industry in Bungoma West and Bungoma South districts 

alongside with the animal feeds Industry. Manufacture of paper based packaging materials 

is a venture worth considering with the Pan Paper. Nevertheless, agro forestry initiatives 

like oil palm growing are projects around Bungoma that may attract large-scale 

investments. 

All the major towns in the County have attracted leading banks making it a financial hub. A 

multi- million Silo Complex and conventional stores owned by the National Cereals and 

Produce Board (NCPB) with storage capacity of 830,000 metric tonnes in the rich 

agricultural hinterland make the town potential centre for flour milling, rice milling, as 

viable investment options.  

 1.8.1 Communication/ Infrastructure  

Bungoma is well linked in it road network since the Great North Road transverses the 

County linking it virtually to the rest of the major towns in the county. It’s served with a 

railway and two airstrips. Its infrastructure is boosted by fibre optic cable. The rural 

electrification connection is fairly distributed, on the average, access to basic services is 

guaranteed in the County.  

1.8.1.4 Radio and TV 

Bungoma County enjoys access to both print and electronic media services. Print 

circulation include; the Nation Group of News Papers, East Africa, Standard, Nairobi Star 

and Citizen. The electronic services include the following Television and radio stations; 
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Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC), British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and other 

foreign radio stations also cover the area. Kenya Television Network (KTN), Citizen TV and 

NTV and Sayari TV.  

1.9.1.5 Educational Institutions 

Major educational institutions include; Kibabii University College, Several Universities have 

also opened campuses in the area. These include University of Eldoret (working with 

SACRED training Institute), Masinde Muliro University, University of Nairobi and Kenyatta 

University among others. The main tertiary institutions include; Kibabii Diploma Teachers 

Training College, Sang'alo Institute of Science and Technology, Mabanga Farmer's Training 

Centre, Matili Technical Institute, Kisiwa Polytechnic and Bungoma and Webuye Medical 

Training Colleges.  

1.9.1.6   Tourist attraction sites 

Bungoma County has a lot of potential for the tourist industry. Among the tourist sites 

include; rare rock formations at Sang'alo, Kabuchai and Musikoma hills near Bungoma 

town, ‘Sikele sia Mulia’ footprint, and Buteyo Miti Park are some of the key attractions. 

Similarly, the traditional circumcision ceremony in August of every year of the local Bukusu 

and Saboat people in neighbouring Mt Elgon Sub-County are a must watch for visitors. 

Furthermore, Elephants, Buffaloes, antelopes, the rich birdlife in Mt Elgon as well as the 

caves where elephants and other small animals mine salt in Mt Elgon National Park are 

worth visiting. The Webuye falls is near the Pan African Paper Mills factory just 20 minutes’ 

drive from Bungoma Town not forgetting to mention the mystery of the swinging bridge ( 

mufunje) across River Nzoia. 
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Map 1: Bungoma County Map 
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CHAPTER TWO 

METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA FOR DELIMITATION OF VILLAGE UNITS 

2.1 Introduction. 

The process of boundaries delimitation requires detailed analysis of population, 

geographical features and urban centres, community of interest, historical, economic and 

cultural ties and means of communication. In undertaking the process, the Task Force 

made a reference to statistical and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) modelling to 

come up with proposals for resolving the issues arising out of the public participation fora.  

This process involved collection and analysis of the 2009 Kenya National Population and 

Housing Census, geographical details from the Survey of Kenya, Kenya Forestry Services, 

Kenya Wildlife Service, Water Resources Management Authority, Kenya Roads Board, 

Communication Commission of Kenya and other Government departments. Pursuant to 

the stipulated mandate for the Task force, the public was invited to present views and 

submit memoranda during the visits made to the Sub counties. The Task Force held public 

forums between March 31st and April 24th   2014 to receive public views. In total the Task 

Force held 23 public forums within the 9 sub counties with a total of 2717 number of 

participants in attendance as Scheduled in Annex II of the Report. 

 The taskforce created public awareness through media (West FM and Radio Mambo) to 

enhance the public’s participation in the delimitation process.  

The Task Force used observational( to qualify) and verbatim recording to capture oral 

views received from the public during the forums; 26 memoranda from various wards, 

individuals, interest groups and communities were collected, recorded and archived. The 

Task Force analyzed and considered all the views received in accordance with legislative 

parameters. 

2.2 Methodology for Determination of Village Units 

In determining the number of village units the Task Force was guided by section 48 (3) of 

the County Government Act 2012. In embracing the concept of devolution and peoples’ 
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participation, a criterion was formed on the kind of people to be invited in public 

meetings; these were women, youth, professionals, and members of the District peace 

committees, civil servants, members of the Provincial administration, the clergy and the 

physically challenged. 

2.3 Determination of Population Quota  

Population quota is the number obtained by dividing the number of inhabitants in Kenya 

i.e. the population quota is obtained in accordance with Article 89(12) of the Constitution 

by dividing the national population by the number of constituencies (290) or wards as 

applicable. Based on the most current national census (2009) the population quota is:  

 

38,610,097 = 133,138  

      290  

Ideally therefore, each constituency in Kenya should have an average population of 

133,138.  

Unlike the Constituencies and Wards that have already been determined, the number of 

Village Units (VUs) is not prescribed by the Constitution, and hence the Task Force was 

expected to develop a framework for delimitation of Village Units. The population quota 

for the Village Units was arrived at as follows; 

(i) The total number of village units proposed per each ward during the public forums 

was added together and an average taken per sub county. 

(ii) The average number of villages per Sub County was put together and divided by 

nine to come with the average number of village units. This is what was considered 

as the proposed number of village units by public participation forums which came 

to 6 villages per ward; this formed the upper limit of the number of village units 

per ward. 

(iii) The Task Force however considered other parameters such as the wage bill and 

general economic implications and came up with the minimum village unit per 

ward to 2. This disparity was averaged to 4 villages per ward. This is the number 

that was used to calculate the population quota for villages. 
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 The Task Force took into consideration the principle of equitable representation and 

economic viability under the devolved structure of Government and capped the number of 

Village Units at 180. This implies that each ward will have a minimum of at least 2 villages, 

but based on other parameters as per Sec 48 (3) of the County government act, other 

wards would qualify to have more villages but not exceeding 6.  

In computing the number of Village Units, the Task Force has been guided by the 

constitutional provision that the number of inhabitants of a constituency or Ward may be 

greater or lesser than the population quota by a margin of not more than 40 per cent for 

cities and sparsely populated areas and 30 per cent for the other areas. For the 

constituency population quota, a figure of 133,138 was determined by the Constitution of 

Kenya (Total national population divided by the total number of constituencies). In a 

similar vein, the population quota for the Ward which is 26,628 was arrived at by dividing 

the total national population by the total proposed number of wards. 

The Task Force having proposed that every ward should have a minimum of 2 and a 

maximum of 6 Villages, (which gives an average of 4 Village Units per ward).  The 

population quota for the Village Units is therefore computed as follows: 

Step 1: Multiplying the number of wards by 4 (i.e. 45* 4 = 180) - thus 180 is the factor to 

be used in obtaining the population quota for the village. Therefore, the exact number of 

village units will be determined based on constitutional deviations from the population 

quota. 

Step 2: Dividing the 2014 population of the County by 180 (i.e. 1,614,009/180 = 8966) - 

Thus 8966 is the population quota for the Village Unit. This figure was slightly lowered 

from the original figure that had been proposed to the public of 11,956 based on the 

arguments that were gathered from the field and the loud outcry from the public 

expressing sentiments to the fact that the population recommended was far too high and 

that devolution may not be realized at the grass roots given such a huge population. It was 

prudent to lower the population quota to also take care of areas that disputed the Census 

night count over allegations that the activity took place after the Post-election Violence 

(PEV) and tribal clashes, and that people had been displaced to other areas. 
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Step 3: Applying the Constitutional criteria of 40% greater than population quota for cities 

30% greater than population quota for other areas and 40% less than population quota for 

sparsely populated areas. 

The County population as per the 2009 census was 1,392,259. The population growth rate 

in Bungoma is 3.1%. County Projected Population for 2014 is 1,614,009 

(a) Population Quota for Village Units = (1,614,009/180 = 8966 ) 

(b) 40% greater than population quota for cities =  12552 

(c) 30% greater than population quota for other areas = (30% *8966) +8966=11655 

(d) 30% less than population quota for other areas = 8966 – (30% *8966)= 6276 

(e) 40% less than population quota for sparsely populated areas = 8966 – (40%*8966)= 

5379 

The population quota for the Village Units obtained using the formula above is consistent 

with the population quota for the constituency as had been provided for under Section 

27(1) (b) of the Sixth Schedule of the Constitution of Kenya. The number of Village Units 

per ward is therefore arrived at by dividing the Ward population by the relevant 

population quota as detailed in the table on “Proposed village Units”. 

2.4 Methodologies for Collecting Public Views 

Three methodologies were employed in the course of collecting views. These 

complementary methodologies were meant to enhance validity and reliability of 

information.  

2.4.1 Radio Talk Shows  

Radio talk shows were used at the initial stages to create awareness on the exercise before 

the programme rolled out, issues on engagement and appropriate legislation was 

highlighted and the need for the Bungoma Citizenry to participate in the process was 

discussed at length. The radio programme covered one hour, there were 300 call-in 

attempts of which a total of 8 calls went through during the radio talk show, radio mambo 

has a coverage of 2.7 million listeners spread in six counties i.e Bungoma County, Trans-

Nzoia County, Uasin Gishu County, Vihiga County, kakamega county, and Busia County. 
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Hence this population divided by the 300 call-in attempts gives us 9000, the average 

number of people that the task force managed to reach through the radio talk show 

2.4.2 Citizen Participation in Public Forums 

This is a methodology which was used to engage the public in generating relevant data on 

the number of village units proposed per ward. The data collection process was through 

unstructured interviews. The Task force explained the relevant legislative frame work 

within which the process was to operate, the appropriate parameters for delimitation of 

the village units as per Section 48 (3) of CGA 2012, were drawn to their attention and 

individuals were given an opportunity to ventilate their ideas. Thereafter, participants 

from each ward formed themselves into their respective ward groups to ventilate further 

and harmonize their views for final submission. The final submissions of the participants 

harmonized views from their respective wards and their proposals form part of Chapter 

four of this report. 

Under this methodology, our sample size was 2250 persons (50 participants from every 

ward x 45 wards). The public forums however realized a total of 2733 participants, a slight 

upward margin from the proposed sample size, from all the 9 sub counties as outlined 

below. 

Table1:  Public Participation Forums 

S/ No. Sub County No of participants Percentage 

1. Mt Elgon 518 18.95% 

2. Sirisia 251 9.18% 

3. Kabuchai 344 12.59% 

4. Tongareni 308 11.27% 

5. Kanduyi 397 14.52% 

6. Kimilili 212 7.76% 

7. Webuye East 203 7.43% 

8. Webuye West 236 8.64% 

9. Bumula 264 9.66% 

Total 2733 100% 
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Table 2: Individual Views in the Public Participation Forums 

S/ No Sub County Individual respondents Percentage 

1. Mt Elgon 60  23.2% 

2. Sirisia 20 7.8% 

3. Kabuchai 10 3.9% 

4. Tongareni 28 10.9% 

5. Kanduyi 24 9.3% 

6. Kimilili 32 12.4% 

7. Webuye East 24 9.3% 

8. Webuye West 32 12.4% 

9. Bumula 28 10.9% 

Total 258 100% 

 

2.4.3 Key Informant Interviews  

A questionnaire was designed for various professionals within the county, key 

stakeholders within the civil service and political field were interviewed and their 

sentiments captured, the tools used are annexed to this report. 

2.4.4 Consultative Meetings with Experts 

These were special consultations done to people who had expertise in certain fields and 

especially in areas of population, Human resource, demography, survey and conflict, these 

came in as a result of emerging issues in the given areas which came up in the course of 

Public participation forums and which needed specialized guidance to the task force. 

2.4.5 Limitations and Challenges of Methodologies 

The Task Force faced a number of challenges in utilizing the above methodologies to 

collect views from the public. These limitations and challenges are outlined below: 

(a) Public Forums: - The Public did in many areas, listen to the legal framework and the 

parameters guiding the process of village delimitation, but upon making proposals, 

the guidelines were not adhered to, instead the people embraced the concept of 

devolving services to the grassroots as key and saw this as an opportunity to alleviate 
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poverty in their areas. This kind of thinking tilted the manner in which respondents’ 

proposed their views. 

(b) Key Informant/ Expert Interviews: - Due to the time constraint on the part of the task 

force, the sample frame and size of the study was not representative of all sub 

counties. The respondents were majorly from Kanduyi Sub-County, this having been 

considered cosmopolitan, central to the entire County and serving as the Headquarter 

of the County, was assumed had the face of the entire county. 

2.5 Data Collection Instruments 

Various instruments were used to collect data. Unstructured interviews were used in the 

public forums; the sentiments were captured and recorded. Memorandums were also 

used to collect data in the same forums. Questionnaires were used to collect data in the 

Key informant and Expert interviews. All the data from the public participation forums was 

collated and assigned to the custody of the Task Force for further analysis and safe 

custody, all questionnaires and tools used for the various interviews were well archived. 

2.5.1 Memoranda.  

This was a data collection instrument which was used to collect data during the public 

forums. There was a specialized manner for writing memoranda by individuals and special 

interest groups, this was to help the task force get more views from the public, a total of 

26 memoranda were collected. 

Having taken cognizance of the earlier stated principles viz Article 10 and Article 174 (c), 

and pursuant to Section 87 of the County Government Act, the task force faced a major 

challenge in creating a balance between adhering to the legislative framework and the 

given parameters in the formulation of village units and harmonizing the same with the 

peoples’ wishes which many a time were oblivious of the given legislative framework.  

It was the people’s feeling that devolution has to be felt at the grassroots and the issue of 

legislative framework and appropriate parameters should not be embraced at all. In some 

areas such as Mt Elgon, the population quota was highly disputed to the extent that they 

suggested the use of “Nyumba kumi” initiative statistics, rather than the 2009 population 

census as projected for 2014 at 3.1%. In some areas such as Kabuchai, people were so 
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impatient and preferred to have a consensus on the number of village units rather than 

“waste” time ventilating their issues. 

2.5.2 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires with open ended questions were used to collect data in the Key informant 

and Expert interviews. The interviewer posed questions to the key informants/ experts as 

he/she filled the questionnaires. 

2.5.3 Limitations and Challenges of Data Collection Instruments 

The Task Force faced a number of challenges in utilizing the above instruments of data 

collection from the public. These limitations and challenges are outlined below: 

(a) Memorandums: - there was a guideline on how memorandums were to be written, 

the public however did not adhere to the format and what was submitted as 

memorandums in many cases was a repetition of the proposed number of villages 

that had already been submitted by representatives from respective wards. In some 

areas, memorandums were submitted not because of any outstanding issues, but for 

the sake of it. There were also cases where memorandums trickled in late; one week 

after the official closure of the public forums. 

(b) Questionnaires: 

Due to time constraints, the interviewees stuck to the questions asked without a lot of 

elaboration on a number of issues. Hence there was need to complement them with 

other means of collecting data. 

2.6 Data Treatment and Analysis 

All data that emanated from the Public forums was categorized as individual, group or 

memoranda. To avoid bias, group data was further categorized in wards and was majorly 

composed of the final proposals on the number of village units as per their respective 

wards. All the views were analysed by the taskforce and key issues that fell within its 

mandate were extracted to make part of this report. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

OBSERVATIONS AND ASSESSMENT OF EMERGING ISSUES 

3.1 Introduction  

Subject to Section 48 (3) of the County government Act, the task force endeavoured to 

clearly outline factors in regard to population trends in each sub county, geographical 

features, matters related to various community interests, historical and cultural trends of 

every sub county as well as economic and trends on means of communication. This was to 

help in giving a clear overview of specific challenges affecting the various sub counties and 

hence help in evaluating a sub county independently as far as the various variables were 

concerned, we appreciate the fact that all the 9 Sub counties are quite distinct from each 

other and have their own uniqueness. 

3.2 Kabuchai Sub-County: Background Information 

Kabuchai Sub County is one of the rural sub counties in Bungoma County and covers an 

area of 232.3km² and has a total population of 159,441 persons as per 2009 census 

projection for 2014. Thus, the density of Kabuchai Sub County is therefore 686 persons per 

km². Kabuchai Sub County is the most centrally placed in the county. It borders Kimilili to 

the North East, Webuye west Sub County to the East, Kanduyi Sub County to the south, 

Sirisia to the West and Mt. Elgon Sub County to the north. 

The Sub- County has four wards and one constituency called Kabuchai. The wards include; 

West Nalondo, Kabuchai/Chwele, Luuya/Bwake and Mukuyuni. It has four administrative 

Divisions namely; Kabuchai, Nalondo, Chwele and Mukuyuni. It has twelve locations 

namely Kisiwa, Kabuchai, North Bukusu, Khachonge, Bwake, Luuya, Nangwe, Sirare, 

Chwele, Sichei, Mukuyuni and Kuywa. Administratively, the sub county and the district 

Headquarters are situated at Chwele. 
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Table 3: Population Trends in Kabuchai Sub- County 

Disegregation by Age  

AGE 

GROUP 

 

WEST NALONDO 

WARD 

KABUCHAI/CHWELE 

WARD 

LUUYA/BWAKE 

WARD 

MUKUYUNI 

WARD 

 

0-4 6913 7482 7124 7927 

5-9 6318 6838 6511 7244 

10-14 5166 5591 5323 5923 

15-19 4401 4813 4535 5046 

20-24 3457 3741 3565 3964 

25-29 2573 2785 2652 2957 

30-34 2082 2253 2145 2387 

35-39 1667 1804 1718 1911 

40-44 1264 1368 1302 1449 

45-49 1168 1264 1203 1339 

50-54 883 956 910 1013. 

55-59 653 707 673 749 

60-64 492 532 507 564 

65-69 361 391 372 414 

70-74 291 316 301 335 

75-79 219 237 226 251 

80+ 280 303 289 322 

TOTAL 38257 41379 39356 43789  

Margin of 

error 

0.39% 0.4499% 0.56% 0567% 

 

3.2.1 Tourist Attraction Sites 

Kabuchai Sub County has several permanent rivers such as Chwele and Kuywa and other 

seasonal rivers like Lurende, Muyayi, Sichei, Khalaba, and Chemwa among others. It has 

several hills such as Kabuchai, Kibichori, Kakichuma, Nabuloli, Sibanga, Chebukwa, Luucho 

and Nangwe. It has a varied number of dams such as Chwele, Muyayi, Makhonge and 

Kabuchai/khalaba dams. 
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3.2.2 Historical Issues 

Kabuchai Sub-County is predominantly inhabited by Bukusu and Sabaot. The latter are 

predominantly found in parts of Chwele and Mukuyuni Locations. The sub county’s 

inhabitants have lived peacefully all along, except for occasions when conflicts erupt in Mt 

Elgon and the region serves as buffer zone for the spill over thus accommodating the 

internally displaced persons.. 

3.2.3 Cultural Ties 

Communities found in Kabuchai are predominantly Bukusu and Sabaots, they have several 

cultures, similar in nature especially circumcision rites and traditional believes. The 

Bukusus in Kabuchai always perform their circumcision rites in August of every even year 

and have specific shrines where teenage males undergo the exercise. The Sabaots perform 

the same exercise in December of every even year in their shrines where both male and 

female undergo the same exercise, lately though, anti FGM campaigns have caused the 

rites on the girl child to dwindle 

3.2.4 Economic Activities 

Kabuchai Sub County just like the rest of Bungoma County is an Agricultural zone. Most 

farmers engage in peasant farming of food crops such as maize, millet, sorghum, cassavas, 

and potatoes. The common cash crops in the region are sugarcane, tobacco, and coffee. 

It has various market centres such as Chwele, the second largest open air market in the 

country after Karatina in Central Kenya; this market handles the bulk of most business 

transactions in the county for both groceries and cereals. Nalondo Market is a centre that 

attracts many traders in a day. Kimalewa/Kuywa markets also have a potential for 

business. The jua kali sector also plays a big role in reducing poverty in the area. The brick 

making industry in Namosi area of West Nalondo Ward is such a viable project that 

employs many young people.  

3.2.5 Infrastructure 

 Kabuchai Sub County is served by two major roads;. Sikata- Nalondo- Bokoli – Kimilili Road 

and Kanduyi Chwele, Kimilili Road which are tarmacked. The rest of the road network is 
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seasonal. These include:Mabanga- Nalondo- Musese Road, Lurende- Misiri – Sanandiki – 

Chwele road, Makotelo – Luuya – Khachonge and Sichei –Khachonge  road among others.  

3.2.6 Health Facilities 

Kabuchai Sub-County has an upcoming referral hospital and proposed medical training 

college at Sichei. Other medical facilities include; Nalondo Model health centre, Kabuchai 

Health Centre, Ngalasia Health Centre, Sirare Health Centre, Chwele Health Centre, 

Lwanda Dispensary, Chemwa bridge Dispensary among others 

3.2.7 Factories 

Kabuchai Sub County has several processing Coffee factories such as Khachonge, Khalaba, 

Kibichori, Makhonge and Chwele coffee factories. It also has a proposed chicken slaughter 

house along Chwele-Makhonge road. 

3.2.8 Main Development Challenges in Kabuchai Sub- County 

 Kabuchai sub-county encounters a myriad of challenges namely: poor road network, high 

poverty levels, low literacy levels, Low economic diversification, Low Agricultural 

production, insecurity, youth unemployment and inadequate supply of clean water and 

sanitation. 

3.3 Sirisia Sub- County: Background Information 

 

Sirisia Sub County is a rural area that covers an area of 213.2 square kilometers with a 

population of 118,738 constituting 20,171 households. Administratively, the Sub County 

and District Headquarters are located at Sirisia urban market.    

 

Sirisia sub county borders Uganda on the west, Bumula Sub County on the south, Mt. 

Elgon Sub County on the North, Kabuchai Sub County on the East and Kanduyi Sub County 

on the south east. As shown in the table below, Sirisia sub-county clearly depicts that the 

major population is composed of the youth.  It has four divisions namely Lwandanyi, 

Namwela, Sirisia and Malakisi. The Sub-County has eight locations namely: Sirisia, Bisunu, 

Central Namwela, Menu, South Namwela, Malakisi, Lwandanyi and Namubila. It has 

fourteen sub locations namely: Central Namwela, Menu, South Namwela, Butonge, 
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Bukokholo, North Kulisiru, South Kulisiru, Machakha, Chebukuyi, Mayekwe, Wamono, 

Sitabicha, Tamlega and Mwalie.  

 

Table 4: Population Distribution per Ward in Sirisia Sub County 

Disegregation by Age  

Age Namwela Ward Malakisi/S.Kulisiru Ward Lwandanyi Ward 

0-4 1366 1725 1768 

5-9 1457 2065 2242 

10-14 2769 3636 4275 

15-19 2946 3662 3929 

20-24 3921 4656 4660 

25-29 3560 3456 5237 

30-34 3594 3488 4828 

35-39 2326 3559 4508 

40-44 2210 3231 3811 

45-49 2657 2348 3151 

50-54 1422 2101 2678 

55-59 1391 2573 2267 

60-64 798 1966 1451 

65-69 505 1566 734 

70-74 391 317 298 

75-79 93 100 80 

80+ 34 115 182 

TOTAL 31440 41564 46099 

Dev 501 88 42 

Margin error % 1.6 0.1 0.1 

 

3.3.1 Tourist Attraction Sites  

 Sirisia Sub-County has a lot of potential for tourism due to its landscape. It has two hills   

namely; Wekelekha hills in Malakisi / South Kulisiru ward withqueer stones that are 

naturally laid out to bring the uniqueness that would invite tourists. Mwalie hills in 

Lwandanyi ward are used by the security department for range training. The sub county 
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has two permanent rivers namely Lwakhakha which acts as an international border 

between Kenya and Uganda, while River Malakisi forms anatural boundary between 

Lwandanyi and Malakisi / South Kulisiru wards. The sub county has two dams, Sirisia and 

Katomei dams which provide water for both domestic and commercial use. The sub county 

though, has a serious shortage of water supply. 

3.3.2 Historical Issues 

Sirisia Sub-County comprises of three main ethnic groups namely; Bukusus, Tesos’ and 

Sabaots. These three main ethnic groups have had sporadic clashes in the past.  In 1963 for 

instance, there were tribal clashes that left many people dead on both sides, this lead to a 

peace accord on River Khamukoya. Many people have since been visiting this sacred river 

site.  Malakisi town has a colonial imprint for having been a battle field between the 

colonialists and the supporters of ‘Dini ya msambwa’. 

3.3.3 Economic Activities  

Sirisa Sub-County is agriculturally oriented with most farmers practicing subsistence 

farming. Most crops grown here are maize, beans, tobacco, coffee, sun flower, cotton, 

bananas, and potatoes among others. There are two tobacco factories located at Malakisi 

market that is Mastermind Tobacco Kenya (MTK) and British American Tobacco (BAT). The 

cash crop has not reduced poverty in the sub-county as the buying price and grading 

system is done exploitatively by the companies. Furthermore, the government has 

initiated a goat rearing program and boda boda Sacco at Namubila and Lwandanyi 

locations respectively. The sub county also boasts of having seven coffee factories. 

3.3.4 Infrastructure 

The sub county has two classified roads C42 Chwele – Lwakhakha and C32 kimaeti – 

Lwakhakha. Most of the roads are class D and below.  

3.3.5 Health and Education Facilities  

The sub county has one sub county hospital, Sirisia, one health center and eleven 

dispensaries. In regard to education, the sub county has 98 primary school, 28 secondary 

schools and nine youth polytechnics. 
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3.3.6 Financial Institutions 

Many of the residents travel to the county Headquarters for financial transactions; the 

center hosts several financial institutions namely, Faulu Kenya, Kenya Women Finance 

Trust, K Rep and Agents of Cooperative Bank, Equity Bank and Kenya Commercial Bank. 

Mobile service providers like Airtel and Safaricom offer financial services at a limited 

ceiling. Most markets in this sub county also access these financial services. 

3.3.7 Community / Cultural Interests 

Allegations of marginalization on job opportunities and resource allocation, elicit suspicion 

among the three main ethnic groups that reside in Sirisia Sub-county.  Since these 

communities have intermingled in their settlement, efforts for their cordial co-existence 

can be addressed through appropriate affirmative action. The communities have a rich 

diverse cultural heritage and practices that are on-going.   

3.4 Webuye West Sub-County: Background Information 

Webuye West Sub-County covers an area of 242.6Km2 and has a population of 146,019 

persons (males 70,712 and females 75,307) as at 2013 thus a density of 602 persons/Km2. 

The population is projected to be 164,984 persons with a density of 680 persons/Km2   by 

the year 2017 with a male population of 79,896 and 85,089 females. Administratively, the 

designated District and Sub-County headquarters are at Matisi market. Currently though, 

the District and Sub-county Head offices are headquartered at Webuye. 

The sub-county has the following wards; Sitikho Ward ( It comprises of Matisi, Sitikho, 

Milo and Khalumuli sub–Locations)  Matulo Ward, (it comprises of Matulo, and Township 

Sub–Locations) ;Bokoli Ward ( It comprises of Bokoli, Mahanga and  Miendo  sub–

Location) and Misikhu Ward(it comprises of Malaha, kituni and  Misikhu sub–Location). 

Webuye West sub-county is a home to the Bukusu and Tachoni tribes. 

3.4.1 Tourist Attraction Sites 

The Nzoia River basin traverses Webuye sub-county enriching it with fertile soils. The 

proximity of Nzoia Sugar factory and Pan Paper Mills has influenced both economic and 

settlement patterns. It has characteristics of both rural and cosmopolitan setting. The 

hospitality industry is key to the tourist attraction. Several hotels dot the sub-county 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bukusu_tribe_(Luhya)
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namely; Park villa, Camp David, Rays among others. The varying terrain depicted by the 

Hilly North and flat basins in the South give a scenic view. 

3.4.2 Infrastructure/ Communication 

Webuye West Sub-County has a fair road network distribution accessing the great North 

Road and several murram feeder roads. It is also served by a railway line, and an air strip.  

It is home to Radio Mambo, it has several network providers.  The most common mode of 

transport is motorcycle and bicycle popularly known as “boda boda”. Electricity 

connectivity is average. 

3.4.3 Economic Activities 

The main economic activity is farming .The sub-county has fertile soils and is within the 

Nzoia River basin. Most farmers engage in peasant farming of traditional crops such as 

maize, millet, sorghum, cassavas, and potatoes. The common cash crops in the region 

include sugarcane and maize. There is need for diversification in order to ensure food 

security and improve production systems. The close proximity to Nzoia Sugar factory and 

Pan Paper industry has influenced the settlement pattern.  It has active urban areas with a 

cosmopolitan population, fair road network supported with social amenities such as 

schools, health facilities and electricity.  

3.4.4 Financial Institution 

Webuye West has several financial institutions for example Barclays Bank, Co-operative 

Bank, and Kenya Commercial Bank (KCB) among others. Small scale traders’ women/ youth 

groups are generally served by micro- finance institutions like Kenya Women Finance 

Trust, SMEP, and ECLOF.  

3.4.5 Heath Centres 

Webuye West is served by one referral hospital in Webuye town and several Health 

Centers namely; Bokoli Sub-county Hospital and Khalumuli dispensary among others. 

3.4.6 Community and Cultural Interests 

 Webuye West is predominantly inhibited by the Bukusu and Tachoni tribes. Both 

communities practice circumcision. The Tachoni and Bukusu culture have circumcision 
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peak season in August of even years. The Tachoni go an extra mile when they graduate 

their sons in December after circumcision and perform a ceremony known as ``khulicha”.  

The Basonge community which cuts across the Bukusus and Tachoni have all embraced 

this rite. There exists a diversity of culture due to cosmopolitan influence in the Sub-

County. 

Table 5: Population Distribution per Ward in Webuye West Sub-County 

Population in Disegregation by Age 

Age Group Misikhu Ward Sitikho Ward Matulo Ward Bokoli Ward 

0-4 

 

8826 7840 4769 5295 

5-9 

 

8066 7165 4358 4839 

10-14 

 

6791 5861 3669 4074 

15-19 

 

5618 4990 3035 3371 

20-24 

 

4412 3920 2384 2648 

25-29 

 

3285 2918 1775 1971 

30-34 

 

2657 2361 1436 1594 

35-39 

 

2128 

 

 

1890 

1150 

 

1277 

 

40-44 

 

1613 1433 871 968 

45-49 1491 1324 805 894 

50-54 

 

1128 1002 609 677 

55-59 

 

834 740 450 500 

60-64 628 557 339 377 

65-69 

 

461 409 249 277 
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70-74 

 

373 331 201 224 

75-79 279 248 151 168 

80+ 358 317 193 215 

TOTALS 48948 43306 26444 29369 

DEVIATION 0.17 0.57 0.18 0.17 

 

3.5 Kanduyi Sub-County: Background Information 

Kanduyi Sub-County is cosmopolitan constituency with a total population of 226322. It is 

approximately 210.80 square kilometres with eight Wards namely; Bukembe West, 

Bukembe East, Township, Khalaba, Musikoma, East Sang’alo, Tuuti/Marakaru, and West 

Sang’alo. Administratively, the sub-county and District Headquarters are in Bungoma town 

which doubles also as the Headquarters of Bungoma County. 

3.5.1 Tourist Attraction Sites 

The potential tourist attraction sites in this sub-county include; Sang’alo hills, the Mayanja 

stones, Sikele Sia Mulia, Musikoma Hills among others. River Nzoia flowing down from 

Chereng’ani hills purposely criss-crosses Kanduyi sub-county and it is used for multi-

purpose function.  River Sio which is believed to be a major environmental fragile site has 

its source near Bungoma town.  River Chwele, whose source is Sinandiki in Kabuchai sub-

county, also flows across the sub-county  

3.5.2 Economic Activities. 

Bungoma town which is the Headquarter of the county also serves as the Headquarter of 

the Sub-county. This is the main economic hub of the County where all the major financial, 

administrative and socio-economic institutions are located. 

3.5.3 Education  

Kibabii University, Kibabii Diploma Teachers College, Mabanga Institute of Agriculture, 

Sang’alo Institute of Agriculture, are among the key Institutions in the Sub-county. These 

coupled with several university satellite institutions, boosts the sub-county to Headquarter 

status. There are several key primary and secondary schools both private and public, and 
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several youth polytechnics. The Kenya Medical Training College within Bungoma town is 

also a major training facility.  

3.5.4 Infrastructure 

Bungoma town is a strategic infrastructure and communication centre. A number of roads 

intersect in this town namely, The Great North Road, the Kisumu-Kakamega road, and the 

Kitale-Kimilili road. The Sub-county is well served with feeder roads, the Kenya-Uganda 

railway and an air strip. The optic fibre cable is linked to the centre at Sang’alo Institute.    

3.5.5 Cultural Ties  

Kanduyi sub-county is cosmopolitan; it is a home to several ethnic communities. These 

diverse communities have co-existed with the predominant Bukusus’ who conspicuously 

are known for their circumcision ceremonies. The dense population settlements are 

concentrated at and around major institutions: Nzoia factory, markets and town adding to 

a multi-facet co-existence of the communities. Other notable cultural rites include; the 

long standing Balunda burial practice of interring their dead seated. 

3.5.6 Economic Activities 

The rural Kanduyi sub-county is agriculturally based. The majority of the people plant 

sugar-cane as a cash crop. Over reliance on sugar-cane and lack of diversification has led to 

high level of poverty, in that, there is lack of food security.  Traditional farming activities 

include; rearing of livestock and diary, growing of maize, potatoes, beans, and bananas 

among others.  

 

The pilot One Acre-fund programme is trying to diversify farming activities in the sub-

county and many residents have welcomed it. As is common in other sub-counties, many 

young men earn a living by engaging in “boda boda’’cycling business activities. 

Furthermore, tree nurseries and fish rearing are emerging as a serious economic activity. 

Jua kali sector is emerging as an increasingly important economic activity.  
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Table 6: Population Distribution per Ward in Kanduyi Sub- County 

Disegregation by Age 

  

 3.6 Mt. Elgon Sub- County: Background Information 

Mt. Elgon Sub-County is located on the slopes of Mt. Elgon. It covers an area of 956.6Km2 

and has a population of 194,767 persons (males 97,305 and females 97,462) as at 2013 

thus a density of 204 persons/Km2. The Sub-County is mainly rural, administratively; the 

Headquarters of the District and the Sub-county is Kapsokwony town. 

The sub-county stands on an area of 944km² running from the border of Trans-Nzoia 

County on the East and the Uganda border on the West. The predominant ethnic 

Age Khalaba Musikoma Township Bukembe 

East 

Bukembe 

West 

West 

Sangalo 

East 

Sangalo 

Marak

aru/T

uuti 

0 – 4 5108  7916.00 3987  5582 4238 6736.00  6736 7466 

5 – 9 4662 7234.00 3644  5101. 3873  6156.00  6156 6824 

10 – 14 3926 6091.00 3068  4295. 3261  5183.00  5183 5745 

15 – 19 3248  5039.00 2538  3553. 2698 4289.00 428 4753 

20 – 24 2551  3958.00 1994  2791. 2119 3368.00  3368 3733 

25 – 29 1899 2946.325 1484 2078. 1578 2507.14  2507 2779 

30 – 34 1536. 1909.00 1201 1681 1276  2028.2  2028 2248 

35 – 39 1230. 1407.2 961 1346 1022 1624.028  1624 1800 

40 – 44 907 1337.00 709  992. 754 1197.4  1197 1327 

45 – 49 862 1123.0 673  946 721 1138.00 1138 1261 

50 - 54 680 1011.425 510 713  716  861.00  861   95 

55 -59 482 748.00 377 527 542  636.14  636    705 

60 – 64 363 563.00 284 397 400  479.00  479    531 

65 – 69 266 413.365 208 292 301  352.00  352    390 

70 – 74 215 334.21 168 236 221  284.4  284    315 

75 – 79 162 251.00 126 177 134 213.3 213    236 

80 - 84 207 321.01 162  226 172  273.2  273    303 

Total 28304 43863 18648 30931 23486 38340 37326 41373 

Magin of 

error 

0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 
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communities in this sub-county are; Sabaots, Dorobos, Suks, Soys, Tesos, and Bukusus 

among others. 

The Sub-county is comprised of the following wards, namely; Cheptais, Chesikak, Chepyuk, 

Kapkateny, Kaptama and Elgon. The sub-county has 6 wards, 16 locations and 40 sub-

locations. 

 

3.6.1 Tourist Attractions 

Mt. Elgon sub- County forms part of the old home for unique fauna and flora and a great 

tourists attraction point not only in the independent Kenya but even in the colonial time. 

Mt. Elgon sub-county stands on the altitude ranging from 1300m to 1500m above the sea 

level.  

Mt. Elgon sub-county climate presents the unique vegetation from the lowest slopes to 

the highest slope towards the peak. The lowest part of between 13,000 to 1550m where 

the human settlement have good indigenous vegetation which form unique tree species 

like Elgon teak, Podo, which have been in existence for over 300 years . 

The other vegetation is the exotic tree plantation for commercial purpose. This is followed 

by the bamboo zone which also provides the grazing fields as well as nutritious bamboo 

shoots. Often the bamboo is the moorland. This vegetation presents a shrubby and 

pockets of cedar trees. The vast area created with grass is a good grazing area for cattle 

and as one advances towards the hill it gets cold because the altitude of the peak of the 

Mountain. Mount Elgon is one of the five major towers and a home to various species of 

animals such as elephants, leopards, buffalos, hyenas, colobash monkeys, and baboons 

among others. 

3.6.2 Historical Issues 

Mt. Elgon sub-county has had the longest historical conflict issues with its neighbours, 

hence affecting the settlement of the Sabaot people in the current Bungoma County and 

current Trans-Nzoia County in around 1700 to date. The arrival of the white settlers and 

other immigrants caused the displacement of the habitants of the Sub-county.  
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The marginalization of the Sabaots dates back to 1875-1900 when the ‘Mzungu’ settlers 

came up with their administration in the then western province under the appointed 

leadership of Nabongo Mumia of Wanga who also appointed the Head men to administer 

various communities on his behalf. Nabonga Mumia came with the Teso community called 

(Wakidi) who were his workers from Uganda. His actions   further suppressed the then Mt. 

Elgon Maasai people subjecting them to forced labour and torture. These issues have had 

a serious impact on the Sabaot people who feel they have been marginalized. Since then, a 

series of events and incidents within themselves and their neighbours have generated 

clashes in the Sub-county. 

3.6.3 Economic Activities  

Mt. Elgon sub- county stands on the slopes of extinct volcano mountain hence the area 

enjoys well drained soils that are rich with many minerals which enables a variety of crops 

to flourish. These soils enables both cash crops, perennial and horticulture crops to grow. 

Based on the good favourable climatic conditions in the sub-county, it has been referred to 

as a food basket of the region. The main crops grown include:  

i. Potatoes, onions, Tomatoes and majorly cabbage, maize and wheat .Coffee and tea 

are also grown as cash crop in the region. Pastoralism is practiced in Mt. Elgon 

and especially in the slopes of the Mountain. 

ii. They also practice poultry and bee keeping .They have also invested in  quarry 

industry where they extract chopped stones, ballasts and hard cores for 

building and constructions this is particularly done in Kapsokwony and Kaptama 

divisions.  

3.6.4 Community of Interest and Cultural Ties 

The predominant ethnic communities residing in Mt. Elgon Sub-County are Saboats, 

Bukusu, Dorobo and Teso. The Sabaot and the Dorobo clan circumcise both their female 

and male youth. The Bukusu circumcise the male only, while the Iteso do not practice 

circumcision at all. 

 

The Sabaot community and their sub-clan called Dorobo believe in power of their Laibon. 

According to them, Oloibonism is a power that comes from God be stored in the Elderly 
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Laibon, who directs the whole community especially during times of need. The Bukusu 

community rely on the decisions made by their council of elders and so do the Iteso. 

3.6.5 Infrastructure 

The Sub-county is served with a poor communication network. The rocky terrain has 

worsened the situation. Communication between Kapsokwony and Cheptais is hampered 

by the poor communication network.  The area is inadequately connected to electricity 

grid.  

Table 7: Population Distribution per Ward in Mt. Elgon Sub County 

Disegregation by Age  

Age 

Category 

Cheptais 

Ward 

Chesikaki 

Ward 

Chepyuk 

Ward 

Kapkateny 

Ward 

Kaptama 

Ward 

Elgon 

Ward 

0-4 6007 5021 5309 5982 7661 7308 

5-9 5490 4589 4852 5467 7002 6679 

10-14 4623 3863 4085 4602 5895 5623 

15-19 3821 3194 3377 3805 4873 4652 

20-24 3004 2510 2654 2991 3831 3654 

25-29 2236 1869 1976 2227 2852 2720 

30-34 1809 1512 1599 1801 2307 2201 

35-39 1448 1211 1280 1442 1847 1762 

40-44 1098 918 970 1093 1400 1336 

45-49 1015 848 897 1010 1294 1234 

50-54 768 642 678 764 979 934 

55-59 567 474 501 565 724 690 

60-64 427 357 378 425 548 520 

69-69 314 262 277 312 400 382 

70-74 254 212 224 253 323 309 

75-79 190 159 168 189 243 231 

80+ 244 204 215 243 311 296 

TOTALS 33313 27847 29440 33201 42490 40531 
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Deviation 60 40 54 33 73 70 

% 0.17 0.07 0.18 0.09 0.17 0.01 

3.7 Webuye East Sub-County: Background Information 

Webuye East sub-county covers an area of 161.8km2 and has a population of 114,141 

persons, 54,915 males and 59,226 females. It has a density of 626 persons /km2. The 

population is projected to be 128,968 persons with a density of 797 persons/ km2 by the 

year 2017 with a male population being 62048 and female population 66920 females. 

The Sub-County is majorly made up of rural areas. Administratively; the District and the 

Sub-county are headquartered at Webuye Town. Webuye East sub-county borders 

Webuye West Sub-county to the West, Kimilili sub-county to the North, Likuyani and 

Lugari to the East and Navakholo and Malaba to the South. The Sub-County has both rural 

and cosmopolitan population. Fertile land soils encourage agriculture which is practiced 

even along streams, rivers and dams. River Nzoia traverses through the Sub- County 

offering numerous opportunities for power, irrigation and fishing. 

The Sub- County has three (3) wards namely: Ndivisi Ward, Mihuu Ward and Maraka 

Ward. It has 13 sub locations namely; Ndivisi Ward -Makuselwa Sub location, Marinda    

Sub location, Sinoko     Sub location, Sitabicha     Sublocation, Misemwa     Sub location, 

and Wabukhonyi    Sub location, Lutacho         sub location. Mihuu ward- Mihuu sub 

location, Misimo, Mitukuyu sub location, and Magemo sub location and Maraka ward - 

Maraka sub location – Town ship, and Township sub location 

Table 8: Population Distribution per Ward in Webuye East Sub County 

Disegregation by Age 

Age Mihuu Ward Ndivisi Ward Maraka Ward 

0-4 7889 8289 7402 

5-9 7210 7575 6765 

10-14 6070 6378 5696 

15-19 5018 5272 4709 

20-24 3945 4144 3709 
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3.7.1 Historical Issues 

Webuye East Sub-county has two major communities who reside in areas around Webuye 

Town. These are the Bukusu and the Tachoni. The history of the two major communities 

residing in Webuye lies in the famous Chetambe war between the Bukusu community and 

the white men that took place at the ‘Lukoba lwa Chetambe’ hills.  

The historical site where the war took place offers a great tourist attraction. The tools used 

and information on the community struggle are housed at (Chetambe`s homestead). The 

hills also host telecommunication network boosters and broadcasting masts. 

3.7.2 Tourist Attraction Sites 

Webuye East Sub County has natural features namely the famous hills, Nabuyole falls, and 

River Nzoia passes through the sub-county. The river forms a natural border between 

Bungoma County and Kakamega County.  

25-29 2937 3085 2755 

30-34 2376 2496 2221 

35-39 1902 1998 1785 

40-44 1442 1514 1353 

45-49 1332 1400 1250 

50-54 1008 1059 946 

55-59 745 783 699 

60-64 561 589 526 

65-69 412 433 387 

70-74 333 350 313 

75-79 250 262 234 

80+ 320 336 300 

Total 43750 45963 41042 

Margin of Era 0.183% 0.185% 0.199% 
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3.7.3 Economic Activities 

Webuye East sub county owes its growth to Pan Paper    industry Various hospitality 

industries has sprang up like; Park Villa, Pan Paper Guests House, Livonda,  Satellite ,  

Website Inn and Sweet Waters which is famous for goat meat. 

Webuye town market attracts vendors and traders from all over the country. Major 

financial institutions have found home in the region including; KCB, Equity, Barclays, Post 

bank to mention but a few. Webuye East also has   diverse educational Training 

Institutions among them, both public and private schools. There are several satellite 

university campuses, private colleges’ and tertiary Institutions. River Nzoia is a source of 

water supply for residents of Webuye through the Nzoia Water Service Company 

(NZOWASCO) which provides water to the rest of the county. 

 3.7.4 Infrastructure/ Communication 

Road transport is the major means of transport to areas around the Sub-county. It is easily 

accessed by feeder roads, a railway line and airstrip. The most popular mode of transport 

is motorcycles and bicycles popularly known as “boda boda”.Furthermore, the sub-county 

is connected to communication network including telecommunication, radio and television 

services. 

3.7.5 Financial Institution 

Webuye East has several financial institutions e.g. Barclays Bank, Co-operative Bank, Kenya 

Commercial Bank (KCB). Small scale traders’ women/ youth groups are generally served by 

micro- finance institutions like Kenya Women Finance Trust, SMEP, and ECLOF. More 

support is found at the CDF offices where bursaries are offered and women/youth fund 

assisted at Social Services offices. 

3.7.6 Health Centres 

Webuye East is served by one referral hospital in Webuye town and two health centres in 

Ndivisi ward namely; Khaoya dispensary and Sinoko 

3.7.7 Community and Cultural Interests 

Webuye East is predominantly inhibited by the Bukusu and Tachoni tribes. Both 

communities practice circumcision. The Tachoni and Bukusu culture have circumcision at 
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the peak of season in August of even years. The Tachoni go an extra mile when they 

graduate their sons in December after circumcision and perform a ceremony known as 

``khulicha”.   

3.8. Kimilili Sub-County: Background Information 

Kimilili Sub-County covers an area of 181.2Km2 and has a population of 150,074persons 

(males 73,011 and females 77,063) as at 2013 thus a density of 828 persons/Km2. The 

population is projected to be 169,566 persons with a density of 936 persons/Km2by the 

year 2017 with a male population of 82,494 and females 87,073. Administratively, the 

District and the Sub-County is headquartered in   Kimilili Town. 

3.8.1 Tourist Attraction Sites  

There is great potential for the tourism sector as there is an attractive feature called, 

“Daraja Mungu.” This is a bridge where water flows underground and only emerges at the 

other side hence creating some form of a “God given bridge”. Sulwe Hole which was dug 

by Elija Masinde (Leader of ‘Dini ya Musambwa’) as a hide-out when the whites were 

seeking for his arrest is such a good example. 

3.8.2 Economic Activities 

 Kimilili hosts one of the largest open air markets in Western region thus the Kimilili old 

market. Apart from urban and markets, the sub-county hosts a number of hospitality 

services which includes: Barasa Park, Lernchante, Mt Crest, Desire, and Kamusinga Guest 

House among others. There are also three coffee factories which include; Khamulati, Sosio 

and Kibingei. 

3.8.3 Cultural and Historical Sites 

The ethnic groups predominant in this Sub-County are Bukusus, Tesos and Sabaots 

representing cultural diversity. The sub-county hosts “Dini ya Musambwa” headquarters 

at Maeni, and home to some of prominently  Bukusu personalities, the late Masinde 

Muliro , late Elijah wasike Mwangale, late Wamalwa Kijana and late Pascal Nabwana 

among others. Similarly, the sub-county has Sulwe hole where Elijah Masinde wa Nameme 
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hid from white man’s arrest during anti- colonial struggle which has been turned into a 

sacred shrine for the Bukusu community. 

3.8.4 Education 

The sub-county has educational institutions such as the famous and prestigious Friends 

School Kamusinga, Moi Girls Kamusinga, Kimilili Boys, Chesamisi High School, St Teresa’s 

Girls Secondary School, Maeni Girls, St. Mary’s Sosio Secondary School, among others. It 

also hosts Matili Technical Institute. 

3.8.5 Financial Institutions 

 There are no major international and national banking services as such apart from Kenya 

Commercial Bank, Cooperative Bank, Ushirika Cooperative and Kenya Women Finance 

Trust  

3.8.6 Infrastructure/ Communication 

Kimilili has fair road network connecting to neighbouring sub-counties. The network 

includes; Kimilili – Kamukuywa - Kitale – Lwodar road, Kimilili- Chwele – Sirisia – 

Korosiandet – Lwakhakha road, Kimilili – Bokoli – Sikata – Bungoma road, Kimilili – Matili – 

Misikhu – Webuye road, Kimilili – Kamasielo – Kapsokwony Road, and Kimilili – Kapkateny 

road 

Table 9: Population Distribution per Ward in Kimilili Sub-County 

Population Disaggregation for Kimilili Sub-County 

 

Age Group 

 

Kibingei Ward 

 

Kimilili Ward 

 

Maeni Ward 

 

Kamukuywa Ward 

0-4 7190 7568 5052 7906 

5-9 6571 6916 4617 7225 

10-14 5533 5823 3887 6083 

15-19 4574 4814 3213 5029 
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3.9 Tongaren Sub County: Background Information 

Tongaren sub-county is one of the nine sub-counties of Bungoma County. It covers an area 

of 378.4Km2 and has a population of 211,829 persons (males 102,993 and females 

108,836) for 2013 thus a density of 560 persons/Km2. Administratively, the District 

Headquarter is at Mukuyuni while the Sub-County Headquarters at Tongaren market 

centre. The sub-county is the bread basket of Bungoma County and has fertile land that 

supports agricultural production. Its occupants are mainly the Bukusu and Tachoni.  

 

The sub-county consists of six wards namely: Mbakalo (the ward Comprises of Kibisi and 

Mbakalo sub–Locations), Naitiri/Kabuyefwe Ward (the Ward Comprises of Kabuyefwe, 

Sirakaru and Naitiri Sub–Locations), Milima Ward( the Ward comprises of Milima sub–

Location), Ndalu Ward( the Ward comprises of Ndalu and Tabani Sub–Location), Tongaren 

20-24 3595 3784 2526 3953 

25-29 2676 2817 1880 2943 

30-34 2165 2279 1521 2381 

35-39 1734 1825 1218 1906 

 

40-44 

 

1314 

 

1383 

 

923 

 

1445 

45-49 1214 1278 853 1335 

50-54 919 967 646 1010 

55-59 679 715 471 747 

60-64 511 538 359 562 

65-69 375 395 264 413 

70-74 304 320 213 334 

75-79 228 240 160 256 

80+ 292 307 205 321 

TOTALS 39874 41969 28008 43843 

DEVIATION 0.18  0.18 0.20 0.18 
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Ward(the Ward Comprises of Tongaren and Kiminini Sub–Location) ,and  Soysambu/Mitua 

Ward( the Ward comprises of Mitua and Soysambu Sub–Locations). 

3.9.1 Tourist Attraction Sites 

The area which is essentially agrarian has two major rivers namely River Nzoia and River 

Kiminini and several streams. River Nzoia has been a source of a big debate in the region in 

that it was part of a dam project listed in the vision 2030 program. Apart from these rivers 

the sub-county has one hill called Naitiri hill.  

3.9.2 Means of Communication/ Infrastructure 

The sub-county has mainly weather roads; Matunda-Misikhu road; Sikhendu-Naitiri-Turbo 

road and Kiminini-Turbo road which cut across the area. The main mode of communication 

is motocycle and bicycles “bodaboda”. The sub-county access telecommunication, mobile 

phones radio and televisionit has two post offices, in Naitiri, Tongaren and Brigdier  

3.9.3 Economic Activities  

Agriculture is the main economic activity in the area; the major crops grown are maize, 

millet, beans, potatoes and sugar cane.  There is also livestock keeping for meat and milk 

production domestically. The sub-county has a number of market centres namely; 

Mbakalu Ndalu, Brigdier, Ambich, Soysambu and Naitiri There are no major banks in the 

area apart from agent’s shops for banks such as Equity, KCB, and Co-operative bank. 

3.9.4 Security and Health Facilities 

The sub-county has one police station and one Administration police headquarter, five 

Administrative Police posts, and one Police post as follows: Kiminini police station, 

Wabukhonyi AP post, Ndalu AP post, Soysambu AP post, Brigdier AP post, Naitiri AP post, 

Lukhuna police post, and Mukuyuni A.P Headquaters. 

The sub-county has a number of health facilities spread across the sub-county as follows: 

Naitiri sub-district, Tongaren heath centre, Ndalu health centre, Lukhuna heath centre and 

Makutano heath centre 

3.9.5 Education 

The The sub-county has 34 public secondary schools namely; Naitiri boys, Bishop Anyolo 

Boys, St.Pauls Narati , Namunyiri Girls, Lungai, Lukhuna,and  Mitua Girls among others. It 
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has 66 public primary schools and 22 private primary schools. A number of private 

institutions have also sprung up namely, Ndalu Teachers Training College and several 

polytechnics. 

Table 10: Population Distribution per Ward in Tongaren Sub-County 

Population Disaggregation for Tongaren Sub-County 

Age Group Mbakalo 

Ward 

Naitiri 

Ward 

Milima 

Ward 

Ndalu 

Ward 

Tongaren 

Ward  

Soysambu/Mitua 

Ward 

0-4 6725 7934 6960 4412 7075 6014 

5-9 6146 7551 6360 4033 6466 5496 

10-14 5175 6105 5355 3395 5444 4627 

15-19 4278 5047 4427 2807 4501 3825 

20-24 3363 3967 3480 2206 3538 3007 

25-29 2503 2953 2590 1643 2634 2238 

30-34 2025 2389 2096 1329 2130 1811 

35-39 1621 1913 1678 1064 1706 1450 

40-44 1229 1450 1272 807 1293 1099 

45-49 1136 1340 1175 745 1196 1016 

50-54 859 1013 889 564 904 768 

55-59 635 749 657 417 668 568 

60-64 478 564 495 314 403 428 

65-69 351 414 363 230 369 314 

70-74 284 335 294 186 299 254 

75-79 213 251 220 140 224 190 

80+ 273 322 282 179 289 244 

TOTALS 37295 44297 38593 24471 39238 33349 

DEVIATION 0.18 0.49 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

3.10 Bumula Sub-County: Background Information 

Bumula Sub-county is a rural Sub-county and covers an area of 347.8 square kilometres 

with 34,934 households making up a population of 202,133, distributed as 104,705 
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females and 97,428 males thus a density population of 581 per square km. The Sub-county 

has the following wards; Kimaeti, Siboti, Bumula, South Bukusu, Kabula, West Bukusu and 

Khasoko.  Bumula Sub-county boarders  Kanduyi Sub-county to the East, Busia County to 

the West, Sirisia Sub-county to the North and Kakamega County to the South.  

The Sub-county has ten locations:  Mukwa, Siboti, Kimaeti, West Bukusu, South Bukusu, 

and Bumula, Mabusi, Khasoko and Kabula.   It has 24 sub-locations: namely:   Kisawayi, 

Mukwa, Musakasa, East Siboti, Napara, Bitobo, Nakhwana, Syombe/Myanga, Lwanja, 

Kibuke. Mayanja, Ng’oli, Bumula, Lunao, Mabusi, Kimatuni, Khasoko, Mungore, 

Namatotoa, Lumboka. Mateka, Muanda, Watoya and. Kabula. Administratively, the District 

and Sub-county the Headquarters are at Bumula urban center. 

Table 11: Population Distribution per Ward in Bumula Sub-County 

Population Disaggragation for Bumula Sub-County                                                        

Age 

Group 

Siboti 

Ward 

Kimaeti 

Ward 

Bukusu 

Ward 

Bukusu 

Ward 

Bumula 

Ward 

Khasoko 

Ward   

Kabula 

Ward 

0-4 6783 7624 4174 4828 6661 2929 4331 

5-9 6029 6777 3710 4291 5921 2603 3850 

10-14 5276 5930 3246 3755 5181` 2278 3369 

15-19 4145 4659 2551 2950 4071 1790 2647 

20-24 3191 3812 2087 2414 3331 1464 2166 

25-29 2638 2965 1623 1877 2591 1139 1684 

30-34 2261 2118 1159 1341 1850 814 1203 

35-39 1507 1694 928 1073 1480 651 962 

40-44 1131 1271 696 805 1110 488 722 

45-49 1131 1271 696 805 1110 488 722 

50-54 754 847 464 536 740 325 481 

55-59 754 847 464 536 740 325 481 

60-64 452 424 232 268 370 163 240 

65-69 339 381 209 241 333 146 217 

70-74 264 297 162 188 259 144 168 

75-79 188 212 116 134 185 81 120 

80+ 264 297 162 188 259 114 168 

TOTALS TOTAL 41426 22679 26230 36192 15912 23531 
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DEVIATION ERA 

MARGIN -

1.0% 

-2.2% -2.2% -2.2% -2.2% -2.2% -2.2% 

    

3.10.1 Historical/Tourist Attraction Sites  

Due to the vastness of the Sub-county, some wards feel marginalized for example Kabula 

in accessing services at the sub-county Headquarters; Bumula. The Sub-county is endowed 

with both natural and man-made physical features. Malakisi, Nyangali and Siboti hills are 

quite attractive.  The Police Department from the entire former Western Province uses the 

Malakisi hill for their ranging exercises.    

There are two major historical sites in Bumula Sub-county.  The recently constructed Sudi 

Namachanja mausoleum at Tulumba in South Bukusu Ward by the County Government in 

remembrance of the famous Bukusu colonial chief who died in 1943.  The other is yet to 

be restored at Lumboka, also in South Bukusu near Lumboka Secondary School, in 

recognition of the Bukusus who died in 1895 resisting the British colonialists.  These two if 

well maintained can be key tourist attraction centres for both local and foreign tourists. 

Lastly, there are many streams and permanent Rivers, namely; Toloso, Malakisi, Sio River 

among others.  Due to the serious water shortage in the Northern Wards of Siboti and 

West Bukusu, there are five man-made dams in this region.   

3.10.2 Economic Activities 

The main economic activity for Bumula Sub-county is agriculture. There is need to diversify 

production to improve on the peasantry farming of  traditional crops like maize and sugar 

cane in the Southern part of the Sub-county.  The over reliance on sugar cane farming has 

had impacted negatively on the livehoods of the residents.  

 

In some other parts of the sub-county; Siboti, Kimaeti and West Bukusu tobacco is the 

main cash crop .The long prices and long delays in the payment for the produce supplied 

have not helped in the improvement of the economic standards of the farmers and the 

community in general.   
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The County Fisheries Department just like the Lake Basin Development Authority operates 

fish ponds and hatcheries.  The main types of fish produced are tilapia and mud fish.  

 There are many markets in the Sub-county for groceries and cereals with Myanga market 

in Kimaeti Ward being the largest and most active serving Busia County as well on the 

many market centres local people engage in   entrepreneur by running shops with 

duplicated wares. The Jua Kali industry is developing slowing   a number of mostly 

untrained welding/fabrication and carpentry Jua Kali artisans are found at major markets 

like Sango, Kimaeti, Myanga, Bumula, Kabula, Mungore and Mateka.  Most of them have 

picked up the skills by being attached to other artisans rather than join Youth Polytechnics, 

a trend that must change to make them competitive. 

 For many years now both women and men residents of Bitobo sub-location in Kimaeti 

Ward have taken pottery as an economic activity.  In the whole Sub-county it seems like 

pottery soil is only found in this area along Malakisi River.  It is a venture that needs to   be 

improved. 

The most common mode of transport which is also an economic activity is motorcycle and 

bicycle riding “bodaboda”. Young Tree nurseries are also an economic activity in Bumula 

Sub-county, the trees they nurture and sell contribute a lot to the preservation, 

restoration, maintenance and enhancement of the environment and most of the trees are 

sold outside the Sub-county 

Another economic activity basically engaged in by youth of Bumula Sub-county but has 

negative environmental effect is sand harvesting  with the intensified construction within 

and around Bungoma town, sand harvesting in Bumula Sub-county has led to serious 

riverbank erosion and depletion of riverside vegetation.  

3.10.3 Infrastructure 

Bumula Sub-county has a road network that is poorly maintained leading to most parts in 

the Sub-county to be inaccessible.  The Sub-county has two all-weather roads that’s; the 

Great North road from Eldoret to Malaba and the Mumias - Bungoma road   A railway line 

from Bungoma to Malaba runs through a section of the Sub-county.  Three major mobile 

phone providers, Safaricom, Air-tel and Yu, have considerably eased the convenience of 
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communication in Bumula ub-county.  The phone providers have erected their boosters in 

many strategic places within the Sub-county. Electricity connectivity stands at a mere 1.5% 

 Most of the institutions and individuals within the Sub-county are served by either 

Malakisi Post Office (in Sirisia Sub-county) or Bungoma Post Office (in Kanduyi Sub-

county). In regard to energy access and connectivity, electricity connectivity stands at a 

mere 1.5%. 

3.10.4 Financial Institutions  

Bumula Sub-county does not have any mainstream financial institution represented in the 

Sub-county.  All those from the Sub-county who need financial services have to travel to 

Bungoma or Malaba towns where mainstream banks are located.  Small-scale traders and 

women/youth groups are generally served by micro-finance institutions like Kenya Women 

Finance Trust and K-Rep. Most small-scale traders rely mainly on mobile cash facilities like 

M-pesa as their bank. 

3.10.5 Community/Cultural Interests 

The people of Bumula Sub-county generally see themselves as having been marginalized in 

the distribution of resources ever since.  The creation of Bumula District from originally 

Bungoma South district was a great relief. 

Undertones of marginalization are expressed in the classification of Bumula sub-county as 

‘wa Sudi”. This reference distinctly separates them from other residents of Bungoma 

County.  This reference binds them together whenever they lobby or bargain for anything 

from the rest of the County. However, internally they have basically two distinct 

communities: Batura that almost solely occupy the Khasoko Ward and the Bukusu who 

occupy the rest of the six wards except Kabula ward which is quite cosmopolitan.  

 Many Luhya sub-tribe communities reside in Kabula Ward with a village that is occupied 

by the Luo community.  The majority Bukusu of Kabula still see themselves as Sudi people 

because the dominant clan there belongs to the clan of Sudi, ‘Bakhone’.  The Teso 

community in the Sub-county is so much scattered that basically they go unnoticed. 
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The sub-county has diverse religious faiths as exhibited by the presence of key mainstream 

churches namely, Catholic, Anglican (ACK), Pentecostals, Quakers (Friends) and Muslims. 

Other cultural difference found among the people of Bumula Sub-county is that all 

circumcise their male children except the Tesos and the Luos of Kabula ward.    Other 

cultural differences are found in the way these communities bury their departed ones.  

Bakhone of Kabula and South Bukusu wards inter their dead seated.  A section of the 

Batura buries their departed ones seated too. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The Task Force drew its findings and recommendations from the following information 

sources:  Consultative expert Meetings, Public Citizen Participation Forums, Key 

Informant/Expert interviews, Memorandums, Questionnaires, and review of published 

documents (existing secondary data). 

4.2 Findings 

The findings of the Task Force from various information sources are as highlighted below: 

4.2.1 Citizen Participation in Public Forums on Delimitation of Village Units 

Mt. Elgon Sub- County 

The Task Force established that the residents of Mt.Elgon felt disadvantaged due to the 

region’s topography. They argued that by using population quota as a parameter could be 

unfair and their case should be evaluated based on other factors.  They also disputed the 

2009 population census in that it was conducted while the region was disrupted by the 

activities of the Sabaot Land Defence Force. It was also evident that areas like Kubara and 

Kopsiro cannot be accessed because of the nature of terrain. The road network is poor for 

example the roads in Sasur and Chemondi sub-locations.  

The residents of Cheptais felt marginalized and delinked from the rest of the sub-county. 

They requested that Cheptais be awarded a town status to enable them access devolution 

services. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the number of Village 

Administrative Units;  

1. Kaptama Ward: The public proposed seven village units namely; Kaboywo, Chesito, 

Kongit, Kaptoleleo, Koborom, Chemoge and Chepkitale villages but the ward qualifies 
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as per the criteria set out to get five villages namely: Kaboywo village, Kaptama, 

Komngit/Kaptalelio/chemoge village, Kipchiria village, and Chepkitale village. 

2. Elgon Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Chemwesus, Kapsokwony, 

Kimobo, Kibuk, Nomorio and Chemuses villages but the ward qualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get five villages namely:  Chemweisus, Namorio/Kibyeto, 

Kapsokwony, Elgon and Sambocho/Koshok village. 

3. Kapkateny Ward:  The public proposed five village units namely; Kamneru ,Cheptono, 

Twondet , Masaek, Chongweywa \Chelebei and Kapkirongo villages; but the ward 

qualifies as per the criteria set out to get four villages namely:  Kamneru, Kapkateny, 

Masaek and Chongeywo 

4. Chepyuk Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Kubura, Chepyuk, 

Kaimugul Kaboriot, Chepkurkur, Korng-otuny and Emia villages ;but the ward qualifies 

as per the criteria set out to get five villages namely:  Kubura village, Chepyuk, 

Kaimugul, Chepkurkur, and Korng-otuny /Emia village 

5. Chesikaki Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Chemondi , Sasur East, 

Sasur west, Toloso, Chesikaki and Kimabole villages but the ward qualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get four villages namely:  Chemondi village, SasurVillage, Toroso 

village and Chesikaki village 

6. Cheptais Ward:  The public proposed seven village units namely; Kabukwes, Kipsis, 

Ngachi, Chemuses, Kisongo, Chebombai, Burkenwo, Chepkube and Namatotoa villages 

but the ward qualifies as per the criteria set out to get five villages namely:  Kipsis 

village, Ngachi, Kisongo, Burkenwo and Chepkube village. 

Webuye East Sub- County 

The Task Force noted that there were boundary issues that were raised in regard to the 

existing administrative and electoral services which overlap notably, Mihuu and Maraka in 

terms of wards Vis a Vis sub-location. The following were village units’ proposals on 4th 

April, 2014.  The Webuye East participants’ converged at two different venues namely; 

Sinoko Center, which hosted Ndivisi/Mihuu ward and Municipal Hall in Webuye town 
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which hosted Mihuu/ Maraka wards. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the 

number of Village Administrative Units; 

1. Ndivisi Ward: The public proposed seven village units namely; Marinda, Sinoko, 

Sitabicha, Lutacho, Wabukhonyi, Makuselwa and Misemwa villages. But the ward 

qualifies as per the criteria set out to get five villages namely:  

Lutacho,Wabukhonyi/Misemwa,Marinda,Sinoko and Sitabicha 

2. Mihuu Ward: The public proposed six village units and it qualifies as per the criteria 

set out to get five villages namely, Mihuu, Chetambe,Mitukuyu,Magemo and 

Misimo/Lukusi 

3. Maraka Ward:  The public proposed three village units and itqualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get the three villages namely: Nange’ni, Muchi and Lutonyi 

Webuye West Sub-County 

 The Task Force found out that there is a confusion concerning existing boundaries for 

example the case of Malaha being in Matulo ward and Matisi sub-location in Miendo 

location thus affecting the criteria for delimitation. This affects Matulo ward which 

stretches all the way to town yet the population quota for the sub location was not 

factored in 2009 census. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the number of 

Village Administrative Units;  

1. Sitikho ward; The public proposed five village units which they qualify for as per the 

set criteria namely; Sitikho, Kuywa, Namtali, Milo and Khalumuli 

2. Matulo ward; the public proposed four village units namely; Township, Matulo, 

Hospital and Malaha but qualifies for three as per the criteria set out namely; 

Township, Matulo and Malaha. 

3. Misikhu ward; The public proposed five village units which they qualify as per the set 

criteria namely; Mukhe, Sirende, Misikhu, Nambami and Kituni/Makhese. 

4. Bokoli ward; The public proposed six villages namely; Namawanga, Machakha, 

Makhanga, Miendo, Bokoli, Chiembeni villages but qualifies for three as per the criteria 

set out namely; Bokoli, Makhanga and Miendo villages. 

Kimilili Sub- County 
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The Task Force found out that the area is vast and has a rapid growing population in 

Kimilili sub-county. Secondly it was established that some areas are remote like sango, 

Kimilili rural and Karibuni. There is therefore need for creation of   more villages units. The 

rich cultural heritage of some parts of the sub-county for example Kamukuywa 

underscored the importance of being awarded extra villages. The following were Public 

Forums Proposals on the number of Village Administrative Units; 

 

1. Maeni Ward: The public proposed four village units namely; Sikhendu, Maeni, 

Kamasielo  and  Nasusi villages but the ward qualifies as per the criteria set out to get 

three villages namely:  Maeni/ Sikhendu village, Kamasielo village and Nasusi village 

2. Kamukuywa Ward: The public proposed seven village units namely; Makhonge, 

Mapera, Kimakwa, Kamukuywa town, Nabikoto, Musembe and Mbongi villages but the 

ward qualifies as per the criteria set out to get five villages namely:  Makhonge village, 

Mapera/Kimakwa village, Kamukuywa town village, Nabikoto village,and  Mbongi 

village. 

3. Kibingei Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Daraja Mungu, Siuna, 

Namakhele, Lutonyi, Marinda and Kibunde villages but the ward qualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get five villages namely: Daraja Mungu village, Siuna village, 

Namakhele village, Marinda /Lutonyi   village, and Kibunde village. 

4. Kimilili Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Luanda, Kambeni, 

Namawanga, Khamulati, Sitavicha and Amutalla villages but the ward qualifies as per 

the criteria set out to get five villages namely: Luanda/Kambeni village, 

Namawanga/Khamulati village, Sitabicha village and Amutalla /Township village 

Bumula Sub- County 

The Task Force found out that there is a  rich cultural heritage and therefore the need to 

preserve the sites, like Nyangali hills and  its caves, Buema- Ng’oli rainmaker tent/shrine 

(sikimbilo) and in Lwanja (sitabicha) among others. There were also cases of 

marginalization due to remoteness especially in Mukwa.  On 14th April, 2014, the Task 

Force visited Bumula Sub-county; it hosted participants at two venues in Mateka Catholic 
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Church and Masielo JCC Church. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the 

number of Village Administrative Units; 

1. Khasoko Ward: The public proposed five village units namely: Namatotoa, Namusaasi, 

Mungore, Khasoko and Namaaze villages but the ward qualifies for two as per the 

criteria set out namely; Namatotoa and Mungore /Khasoko village. 

2. W/ Bukusu Ward: The public proposed four village units namely: Mayanja, Ngoli, 

Luanja and Kibuke villages but the ward qualifies for three village units as per the 

criteria set out namely: Mayanja, Ngoli / Lwanja and Kibuke village 

3. Bumula Ward: The public proposed five village units namely: Bumula, Lunao, Mabusi, 

Kimatuni and Masuno villages but the ward qualifies for four village units as per the 

criteria set out namely: Bumula, Lunao, Mabusi and Kimatuni village. 

4. Kabula Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Watoya village, Talita, 

Remwa, Kabula, Wamunyiri and Naburereia villages but the ward qualifies for three 

village units as per the criteria set out namely:  Watoya village, Remwa and Kabula 

village. 

5. Siboti Ward: The public proposed five village units namely: Mukwa, Kisawayi, East 

Siboti, Musakasa and Masielo villages but the ward qualifies for four village units as per 

the criteria set out namely: Mukwa, Kisawayi, East Siboti and Musakasa villages. 

6. Kimaeti Ward: The public proposed six village units namely: Khasolo , Bitobo , Tulikuyi, 

Siombe , Nakhwana and Tabola villages but the ward qualifies for five  as per the 

criteria set out namely: Khasolo , Bitobo, Tulikuyi, /Siombe , Nakhwana  and Tabaala 

village 

7. South/ Bukusu Ward: The public proposed fiver village units namely: Mateka , Muanda, 

Tabuti, Lumboka and Kimatuni villages but  It qualifies for three village units as per the 

criteria set out namely: Muanda village, Mateka village and Lumboka village. 

 

Kabuchai Sub-County 

The Task Force established that most residents are marginalized because of lack of basic 

infrastructure owing to rugged terrain. . On the other hand, some Parts of Kabuchai have 
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potential tourist attraction sites like Luucho caves and   indigenous forests. The following 

were Public Forums Proposals on the number of Village Administrative Units; 

1. West Nalondo Ward: The Public proposed six village units namely; Kisiwa, Chebukwa, 

Sirare, Chemwa, Nangwe and Ngalasia villages but according to the criteria set out, the 

ward qualifies for four village units namely: Kisiwa, Chebukwa, Nangwe, and West 

Nalondo. 

2. Luuya/ Bwake Ward: The Public proposed twelve village units namely; Mabanga, 

Nambala , Nasaka ,Matunda,  Luuya, Mabwi , Khachonge , Lwanda, Sengali , Khalitaba , 

Nangili  and Malinda  villages, but  according to the criteria set out, the ward qualifies 

for four village units namely:: Nasaka, Kibochi (Luuya location), Khachonge  

(Khachonge location), and Nangili (Bwake location). 

3. Mukuyuni Ward: The Public proposed eight village units namely; Kuywa, Milembe, 

Sikulu,  

Chenjeni , Sichei, Makhonge , Mukuyuni , Lukhome  but  according to the criteria set 

out, the ward qualifies for five village units namely: Kuywa (Kuywa Location), Sichei, 

Chenjeni/ Sikulu (Sichei Location),   Mukuyuni, and Kibichori / Makhonge (Mukuyuni 

Location) 

4. Kabuchai/Chwele Ward: The Public proposed six village units namely; Nairumbi, 

Namilama, Wabukhonyi,   Mbwa, Busakala, Chwele Township villages, but according to 

the criteria set out, the ward qualifies for four village units namely: Nairumbi, 

Namilama, Busakala, and Chwele Township. 
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Sirisia Sub- County 

The Task Force noted that some wards like Lwandanyi are very vast with eight sub-

locations.  Lwakhakha is emerging as a regional hub yet it is not appropriately classified 

under the urban-city population quota. There are issues of marginalization in jobs and 

resource allocation involving the Teso, Bukusu and Sabaots.    The Task Force visited this 

sub county on 11th April, 2014. The Task Force split itself into two groups. The first venue 

at Sirisia Faith Church hosted Namwela and Malakisi / South Kulisiru ward residents while 

the second venue at Lwandanyi Saint Matthews ACK church hosted Lwandanyi ward 

residents.  The following were Public Forums Proposals on the number of Village 

Administrative Units; 

1. Namwela Ward: The proposed six village units are as follows: Kolani,Toloso Mutonyi 

village, Menu, Namwela and Kikai villages; but according to the criteria set out, the 

ward qualifies for four village units namely, Kolani / Toloso village, Mutonyi village, 

Menu village, and Kikai / Namwela village.  

2. Malakisi / South Kulisiru Ward: The Public proposed six village units namely; Ndakaru, 

Wekelekha , Sirisia township, Chebukutumi , Chongoyii and Malakisi villages but  

according to the criteria set out, the ward qualifies for five village units namely, 

Bukokholo/ Butonge village, Ndakaru village,Sirisia township village/ Wekelekha, 

Chebukutumi village, and Chongoyii village 

3. Lwandanyi Ward: The Public proposed eight village units namel; Mwalie, Sitabicha / 

Tamulega, Lwakhakha , Chebukuyi, Mayekwe , Kabkara, Wamono and Machakha; but  

according to the criteria set out, the ward qualifies for five village units 

namely,Tamulega/Sitabicha/Mwalie village, Chebukuyi village, Mayekwe village, 

Wamono/ Kapkara village, and Machakha village 

 

Kanduyi Sub- County 

The Task Force found out that owing to the proximity of the sub-county to the County 

Headquarter , economically the region contributes more to the county in terms of revenue 

through markets such as Misanga, Nandolia, Kongoli yet the allocation of resources is not 

commensurate . It was noted from the sub-counties residents that, Bukembe market 

generates more revenue as compared to Chwele in the whole county.There are tourist 

attraction centres such as Sikele sia Mulia, forest reserves such as Buteyo Park and cultural 
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centres at Sang’alo Institute. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the number 

of Village Administrative Units; 

1. Tuuti/Marakaru/ Ward:  The Public proposed seven village units namely; Mungeti, 

Mayanja, Nabukhisa, Kimungungi, Makutano, Buema and Kibabii village but according 

to the criteria set out, the ward qualifies for five village units namely; Mungeti 

/Mayanja village, Nabukhisa, Kimungungi, Makutano, and Buema village. 

 

2.  Musikoma Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Musikoma, Siritanyi , 

Namamuka, Namasanda, Samoya and Sio villages but the ward qualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get four villages namely:  Musikoma/Sio village, Siritanyi, 

Namamuka /Namasanda village, and Samoya village 

3. Township Ward: The public proposed three village units namely: North Township, 

Central Township, South township;but the ward qualifies as per the criteria set out to 

get two villages namely: North Township village and Central/South Township. 

4. East Sang’alo Ward: The public proposed five village units namely; Mwikhupo, 

Mwibale, Kimugui , Mechmeru , Khakula /Lutungu villages but the ward qualifies as per 

the criteria set out to get four villages namely: Mwikhupo village, Mwibale, Lutungu 

village and Khaweli village 

5. West Sang’alo Ward: The public proposed five village units namely; Sangalo, 

Namwacha, Bulondo, Lwanda and Ranje villages; but the ward qualifies as per the 

criteria set out to get four villages namely: Sangalo village, Namwacha, Bulondo and 

Lwanda village 

6. Bukembe West Ward: The public proposed four village units namely; Mabanga, 

Khaoya, Nalutiri and Kisuluni villages but the ward qualifies as per the criteria set out 

to get three villages namely: Mabanga /Khaoya village, Nalutiri village and Kisuluni 

village 

7. Bukembe East Ward: The public proposed five village units namely; Misanga, 

Bukembe, Bokoli, Nandolia and Tembelela villages; units but the ward qualifies as per 

the criteria set out to get three villages namely: Misanga village, Bukembe, and 

Kongoli/Tembelela village 

8. Khalaba Ward:  The public proposed four village units namely; Kanduyi, Marrell, 

Mashambani  and Muteremuko  villages but the ward qualifies as per the criteria set 

out to get three villages namely:  Muteremuko village, Khalaba and Stadium 

Tongaren Sub- County 

The task force found out that the sub-locations were the ideal point for delimitation due to 

the vastness and type of settlements. The road communication is extremely poor; some 

parts of the sub-county are remote like Shangalamwe and Namunyiri. The region is a food 
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basket of the county. The following were Public Forums Proposals on the number of 

Village Administrative Units; 

1. Mitua/ Soysambu Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Misanga , 

Mitua, Narati, Soysambu, Namunyiri and Maresi villages but the ward qualifies as per 

the criteria set out to get four villages namely: Misanga village, Mitua village, Narati 

/Maresi village and Soysambu/Namunyiri village 

2. Tongareni Ward: The public proposed four village units and it qualifies for the same as 

per the criteria set out namely:  Binyenya village, Kakamwe village, Mabusi village 

and Matisi village 

3. Ndalu Ward: The public proposed three village units and it qualifies as per the criteria 

set outthey to get the four namely: Ndalu village, Muliro village and Tabani village 

4. Milima Ward: The public proposed five village units namely: Nabingenge, Lungai, 

Maliki, Mukuyuni and Milima villages but the ward qualifies for four village units as per 

the criteria set out namely: Nabingenge, Maliki, Mukuyuni and Milima villages. 

8. Mbakalo Ward: The public proposed six village units namely; Mulembe, Makutano, 

Kibisi and Msembe villages but the ward qualifies for four village units as per the 

criteria set out namely: Mulembe, Makutano/Musembe, Kibisi/Luuya vand  Makunga 

village 

9. Naitiri/Kabuyefwe Ward: The public proposed six villages namely: Siumbwa, Sango, 

Pwani, Makhanga, Naitiri and Kabuyefwe village units but the ward qualifies for four as 

per the criteria set out namely:  Siumbwa, Sango, Pwani, Makhanga and Naitiri 

villages. 

In summary, members of the public proposed for the creation of 217 Village 

Administrative Units in total in Bungoma County but the county qualifies to create a total 

of one hundred and eighty (180) Village Administrative Units distributed across the nine 

sub-counties and forty five wards as per the criteria set out and shown in Table 12 below.   

4.2.2 Consultative Meetings with Experts 

The Task Force held Consultative meetings with experts in view of the following pertinent 

issues in various sub-counties, notably on     Human resource, Demography, Survey and 

Conflict. The following are the findings from these consultative meetings with experts: 
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4.2.2.1 Salary Structure of the Village Administrator    

Section 52 (1) of the County Government Act 2012 establishes the office of the village 

administrator. A village administrator shall have professional qualifications and technical 

knowledge in administration and shall be appointed by the County Public Service board in 

accordance with the provisions of the Act. 

According to Salaries and Remunerations’ Commission Circular (attached) (Ref No. 

SRC/TS/CGOV/3/16), the basic salary entry point for a village administrator is kshs.35, 

910.00. 

The salary scale is Ksh. 35,910-45-880 p.m. 

i) The basic entry salary point for a village administrator is equivalent to that of a 

medical officer (doctor) on joining the service. 

In the public service, the remuneration assigned to a post is determined by the demand of 

the post in terms of professional qualifications and technical knowledge. In this regard, the 

salary which is assigned to the post of the village administrator remains one who is a 

professional with at least a degree and relevant experience. It’s therefore important to 

note that the word “shall”   has been used in Section 52(2) of the County government Act 

to stress on the need of adhering to the stated qualifications 

Remuneration and benefits of public servants serving in the county government is outlined 

by the salaries and remuneration commission (SRC) where a village administrator is 

entitled to the basic salary of 35,910/= per month as starting salary and a gross of 61,910. 

Basic salary                             35,910.00 

House allowance                   20,000.00 

Other allowances                   6,000.00 

                                                 61,910.00 

Maximum pay package for village Administrator 

                                                                      Kshs. 
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Basic salary                                  45,880                                                 

House allowance                        20,000                                  

Other allowances                       16,000                                             

Total                                            Kshs.  81,880 

4.2.2.4 Conflict Management and Resolution of Village Administrative Units 

The experience the Task Force had in parts of the Bungoma County indicates that the task 

of delimiting village units in some cases might resolve the existing animosities between 

different ethnic groups but in some cases the attempt to address the plea of the minority 

and marginalized through creation of village units for them might backfire and exacerbate 

structural conflicts. The balance is delicate and cautious approach need to be adopted.  

The Task Force was of the view that in the event of a conflict, parties will be encouraged to 

borrow the mechanisms as outlined in the Inter-governmental Relations Act, 2012 with 

modification.  

The Task Force further recommends that immediate steps be taken to amend Inter-

governmental Relations Act, 2012, to take into account delimited administrative units. 

4.3 Recommendations 

The findings from Citizen Participation in Public Forums, Consultative meetings with 

experts, Key informant interviews and the information gathered from Memorandums and 

Questionnaires, various Government Acts and Constitution of Kenya, and review of 

existing literature as discussed above forms the basis of  The Task Force’s 

recommendations as follows:  

4.3.1 Proposed Number of Village Administrative Units 

The  Task Force Proposes that Bungoma County  have one hundred and eighty ( 180)  

Village Administrative Units distributed across forty five wards( 45) and the nine sub-

counties( 9) of Bungoma County as contained in Table 12 on Proposed Village 

Administrative Units below: 
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Table 12:  Proposed Village Administrative Units  
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33,373 
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Brukenwa 

Chepkube  

Kisongo/ Walanga 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6,832 

5,597 

Chepkube 
8,514 5,598 

8,514 

Cheptais 
8,123 

6,832 

 

Ngachi 
11,195 

 

Chesikaki 

 

 

Chemondi 
5,517 

27,894 

 

R  

 

4 

 

 

Chemondi 

 

Chesikaki 

 

Sasur 

 

Toroso 
 

5,517 

10,090 
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6,826 

Toroso 
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Chesikaki 
11,090 

 

Chepyuk 

 

 

 

 

Chepyuk 
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29,494 
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Chepyuk  

 

Kaimugul 

 

Korng'otuny 

 

 

Kubura 

 

 

Chepkurkur 
 

6,072 

Kubura 
3,673 6,044 

Emia 
2,742 5,087 

Chepkurkur 
3,877 

Korng'otuny 
5,087 6,415 

Kaimugul 
8,044 5,877 

 Cheptonon 
4,318 33,234 R   Kamneru 10,947 
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Chengeywo 
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Kamneru 
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6,089 

Kapkuruongo 
3,178 

Masaek 
4,750 

Sacho 
2,387 

Terem 
3,124 

Toywondet 
6,735 

Kaptama 

Kabwoyo 
5,476 

42,563 
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Kaboywa 

 

Kaptama 

 

Komngit  / Kaptalelio  

 

 Kipchiria 

 

  Chepkitale 
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Kaptalelio 
4,497 

Kongit 
6,617 11,114 

Chemoge 
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7,106 

Kaptama 
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Kaborom 
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Chesito 
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Mt. Elgon 

Forest 
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Kimobo 
2,400 

Kamutiong 
2,154 6,288 
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 Bugaa 
3,065 

 

Chemweisus 

 

Sambocho /koshok 

7,790 

Chemweisus 
4,725 

Chemuses 
3,664 

Kapsokwony 
4,097 7,365 

Koshok 
2,366 

Kibuk 
4,134 

 

Namwela 

 

Central 

Namwela 

8,813 

31,941 

 

R  
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Kikai/Central Namwela 

Kolani 

Mutonyi 

Menu 

 

8,813 

Menu 
6,979 8,075 

South 

Namwela 

16,150 

8,075 

6,979 

 

Malakisi/South 

Kulisiru 

 

 

Bukokholo 
4,929 

40,652 

 

R  

5 

Ndakaru 

 

Bukokholo/Butonge 

SirisiaTownship/Wekele

kha 

Chebukutumi 

Chongoi 

 

 

9,202 

Butonge 
2,801 

7,730 

NorthKulisiru 
18,405 

9,203 

South Kulisiru 
14,518 

7,259 

7,259 

 

Lwandanyi 

 

 

 

 

 

Machakha 
6,057 

46,141 
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Machakha 

Mayekwe 

 

Chebukuyi 

Wamono 

Sitabicha/ Mwalie 

/Tamulega 

 

6,057 

Chebukuyi 
9,168 

7,509 

Mayekwe 
7,509 

9,168 

Wamono 
10,813 

10,813 

Sitabicha 
4,976 

12,596 
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Tamlega 
3,607 

Mwalie 

4,013 

 

 

 

Kabuchai / 

Chwele 

 

Kabuchai 
12,155 

41,566 
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Nasirumbi 

Namilama 

Chwele 

Busakala 

 

 

 

12,155 

Mukheywa 
7,727 7,727 

Chwele 
21,684 

10,842 

10,842 

 

West Nalondo 

West Nalondo 
23,075 

38,407 

R  
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Kisiwa 

Chebukwa 

Nalondo 

Nangwe 

 

7,666 

Kisiwa 
15,331 

7,665 

11,538 

11,537 

 

Bwake/Luuya 

 

North 

Nalondo 

10,644 

39,578 
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Nangili 

Kibochi 

Misanga 

Nasaka 

 

10,644 

Bwake 
13,146 13,146 

Luuya 
15,787 

7,893 

7,894 

 

Mukuyuni 

 

 

 

Kibichori 
7,614 

44,039 
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Kuywa 

Sikulu 

 

Mukuyuni 

Kibichori 

Sichei 
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5,170 

Kuywa 
12,861 

7,011 

Mukuyuni 
7,011 

7,614 

Sichei 
11,382 

11,382 

Sikulu 
5,170 

 Lumboka 13,531  R  3 Muanda 

Lumboka 

Mateka 

6,645 
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South Bukusu 

 Mateka 
3,491 

26,820 

 

Lumboka 

Mateka 

11,531 

8,644 

Muanda 
9,798 

Bumula 

 

 

 

Lunao 
5,784 

37,008 
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Lunao 

Bumula 

Kimatuni 

Mabusi 

 

5,784 

Bumula 
8,810 

8,810 

10,447 

Kimatuni 
10,447 

11,966 

Mabusi 
11,966 

 

Khasoko 

 

Khasoko 
4,665 

16,270 

 

R  
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Khasoko/Mungore 

 

Namatotoa 

 

8,795 

Mungore 
4,130 
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Namatotoa 
7,475 

 

Kabula 

Kabula 
12,010 24,062 
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Kabula 

Watoya 

 

12,010 

Watoya 
12,052 12,052 

 

Kimaeti 

 

 

Nakhwana 
9,410 

42,359 
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Tulukui/Siyombe 
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Tabala 

Khasolo 

Bitobo 

 

10,990 

Bitobo 
6,690 9,410 

Khasolo 
12,269 6,000 

Siyombe 
13,990 

9,269 

6,690 

 

West Bukusu 

 

 

Kibuke 
5,925 

23,188 

 

R  
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Lwanja/Ng'oli 

Kibuke 

Mayanja 

 

11,592 

Lwanja 
6,910 5,925 

Mayanja 
5,670 5,670 

Ng'oli 
4,682 

 

Siboti 

 

 

East Siboti 
10,120 

37,685 
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Musakasa 

East-Siboti 

Kisawai 

10,990 

Musakasa 
10,990 

10,120 

10,056 

Kisawayi 10,056 
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Mukwa 

 

6,519 

Mukwa 
6,519 

Bukembe West 

Ndengelwa 
12,490 

23,546 

R  
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Nalutiri 

Kisuluni 

Khaoya/Mabanga 

 

7,848 

Namirembe 
11,056 

7,848 

7,850 

 

Bukembe East 

North 

Sang'alo 

16,612 

31,009 
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Misanga 

Bukembe 

Tembelela/Kongoli 

 

8,306 

Kongoli 
14,397 

13,306 

9,397 

Township Township 
22,150 

22,150 
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South Township 

Central Township/ 

North Township 

 

11,075 

11,075 

Khalaba Khalaba 
28,343 

28,343 
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Stadium 

Khalaba 

Mteremko 

 

9,449 

9,447 

9,447 

 

Musikoma 

Namasanda 
14,702 

43,975 
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Siritanyi 

Namasanda/Namamuka 

Musikoma/Sio 

Samoya 

 

9757 

South Kanduyi 
29,273 

14,702 

9,759 

9,757 

 

East Sang'alo 

East Sang'alo 
17,892 

37,420 
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Mwikhupo 

Mwibale 

Khaweli 

Lutungu 

 

8,946 

Mwikhwupo 
19,528 

8,946 

9,764 

9,764 

 

Marakaru/ Tuuti 

Tuti 
18,995 

41,480 

 

R  
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Mungeti/Mayanja 

Nabukhisa 

Kimukung’ 

Makutano 

9,497 

Marakaru 
22,485 

9,498 

7,495 

7,495 
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Buema 

 

7,495 

 

West Sang'alo 

West Sang'alo 
21,820 

38,399 

 

R  

4  

Lwanda 

Sang’alo 

Namwacha 

Bulondo 

 

10,910 

Namwacha 
16,579 

10,910 

8,290 

8,289 

 

 

Mihuu 

 

Mihuu 
17,817 

43,830 

 

R  
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Mihuu 

Chetambe 

Mitukuyu 

Magemo 

Misimo/Lukusi 

 

8,908 

Misimo 
11,223 8,909 

Mitukuyu 
9,565 9,565 

Magemo 
5,225 

5,225 

11,223 

 

Ndivisi 

 

 

 

 

Lutacho 
9,651 

46,048 
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Lutacho 

Wabukhonyi/Misemwa 

Marinda 

 

Sinoko 

Sitabicha 

 

9,651 

Marinda 
9,877 8,460 

Makuselwa 
5,604 9,877 

Misemwa 
5,206 

7,604 

Wabukhonyi 
3,254 

10,455 

Sitabicha 
12,455 

 

Maraka 

Maraka 
13,179 

41,124 
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Nang’eni 

Maraka  

Muchi. 

 

13,179 

Township 

(Part) 

27,945 

13,973 

13,974 

Misikhu 

Misikhu 
25,344 49,031 
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Mukhe 

Sirende 

12,672 

Kituni 11,036 7,895 
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Malaha 12,651 

Misikhu 

Nambami 

Kituni /Makhese 

 

12,672 

7,895 

7,897 

 

Sitikho 

 

 

Matisi 
8,712 

43,554 

 

R  

5 

Sitikho 

Kuywa 

Khalumuli 

Milo 

Namutali 

 

9,837 

Sitikho 
12,837 8,712 

Milo 
11,114 8,891 

Khalumuli 
10,891 

9,114 

7,000 

 

Matulo 

Matulo 
13,841 

26,492 

 

R  

3 

Township 

Matulo 

Malaha 

 

13,841 

Malaha 
12,651 

6,326 

6,325 

 

 

Bokoli 

 

Bokoli 9,571 

29,418 

 

R  

3 

Bokoli 

Mahanga 

 

Miendo 

 

9,571 

7,890 

Mahanga 
7,890 

11,957 

Miendo 
11,957 

 

Kibingei 

Chebukwabi 
29,066 

39,946 

 

R  

5 

 

Daraja Mungu 

Siuna 

Namakhele 

Marinda/ Lutonyi 

Kibunde 

 

9,688 

Kibingei 
10,880 

9,688 

9,690 

5,440 

5,440 

 

Kimilili 

Kimilili Rural 
25,896 

42,043 

 

U  

4 

Kambini /Lwanda 

Namawanga/ Khamulati 

Township/ Amutalla 

Sitabicha 

 

 

8,632 

Township 
16,148 

8,632 

16,148 

8,632 
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Maeni 

Nasusi 
15,679 

28,065 

 

R  

3 

Nasusi 

Maeni/ Sikhendu 

Kamasielo/ 

 

9,355 

Sikhendu 
12,386 

9,355 

9,355 

 

Kamukuywa 

Makhonge 
18,719 

43,923 

 

R  

5 

Mbongi 

Makhonge 

Mapera / Kimaswa 

Kamukuywa 

Nabikoto 

 

9,359 

Nabikoto 
25,204 

9,360 

8,401 

8,402 

8,401 

Mbakalo 

Kibisi 
20,086 

37,362 

 

R  

4 

Luuya / Kibisi 

Makutano /Musembe 

Mulembe 

Makunga 

 

10,043 

Mbakalo 
17,277 

10,043 

8,638 

8,639 

 

Naitiri/Kabuyefwe 

 

Kabuyefwe 
10,596 

44,079 

 

R  

5 

Makhanga 

Naitiri 

Sango 

Siumbwa 

Pwani 

 

8,815 

Sirakaru 
12,004 8,815 

Naitiri 
21,479 

8,815 

8,815 

8,819 

Milima Milima 
38,664 

38,664 

 

R  

4 

Mukuyuni 

Nabing’eng’e 

Milima 

Maliki 

 

9,666 

9,666 

9,666 

9,666 

 

Ndalu 

Ndalu 
15,801 

24,516 

 

R  

3 

Muliro 

Tabani 

Ndalu 

 

7,901 

Tabani 
8,715 

7,900 

8,715 

 Tongaren 
28,947 39,308 R  4 Binyenya 9,827 
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Tongaren 

Kiminini 
10,360 

 Kakamwe 

Mabusi 

 

Matisi. 

 

9,827 

9,827 

9,827 

Soysambu/ Mitua 

Mitua 
12,885 

33,409 

 

R  

4 

Mitua 

Namunyiri/Soysambu 

Narati/Maresi 

Misanga 

 

8,352 

Soysambu 

20,524 

8,352 

8,352 

8,353 

Key: R-Rural, SU- Semi Urban U- Urban. 

Note: Total Number of Village Administrative Units=180 

4.3.2 Determination of Boundaries of New Village Administrative Units  

There is need for members of public to be sensitized on the newly delimited Village 

Administrative Units. Subsequently, there is need also to task a force to collect and collate 

views from the public in determining the exact boundaries of the delimited and legislated 

Village Administrative Units This will mitigate potential conflicts. 

4.3.3 Filling Positions in the Proposed Village Administrative Units  

Taking into account that the delimited village unit is a new concept, secondly, given the 

enthusiasm by the majority of the people to embrace this; and thirdly, based on the 

economic implication, the Taskforce recommends that the implementation of the 

delimited village units be done in phases or proactively.  Finally, there is need to re-

examine the title “village” and the title bearer of the office “Village Administrator”. 
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4.3.4 Provision of Civic Education to the Citizens  

A number of areas warrant the need to institute a sustained programme of providing civic 

education to citizens to enable them  participate effectively in the development agenda of 

the County. These areas range from the role of County government vs the national 

government which is not clear to citizens. Having gone through the entire county, it was 

noted that Bungoma County residents are not well informed on the role of the County 

Government and that of the national Government. It was not clear if the idea of village 

units was meant to phase out provincial administrators especially the chiefs and Assistant-

Chiefs and Village elders. The Taskforce therefore, recommends that there is need for Civic 

Education exercise for Bungoma residents on the different roles, functions as well as the 

structures of the two levels of Governments. 

There is need to organize sensitization and bonding programmes for purposes of 

harnessing the synergy between the two structures of governments. 

4.3.5 Language Use and Dissemination of Important County Development Documents 

Whereas the public enjoys the liberalization of electronic media for pertinent information 

they are getting in their native languages, these advantages should be extended to print 

and published public documents meant to spur development in the county. The Taskforce 

therefore recommends that important documents in Bungoma County be translated from 

English and Kiswahili into the various languages spoken and written in the County (that’s 

Iteso, Lubukusu, sabaot, and Lutachoni). The translated document should also be posted 

on interactive website of the County. This will go into enhancing the anticipated benefit of 

taking village administrative unit as the lowest devolved unit of development. 

4.3.7 Establish Up To Date County Interactive Website 

There is need to properly document the County Data. As a taskforce, it was difficult to get 

access to important documents such as the Urban Areas and Cities Act, Economic Plan, 

County Government Act etc, to facilitate our work. Similarly, some vital data on population 

and housing Census were missing for example Sikusi sub location and Sinoko sub location. 

It was also evident from Bungoma residents that they have no idea of such documents. 
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The taskforce therefore recommends that an interactive website that contains such vital 

information should be established and if possible the documents to be translated in easily 

comprehended languages spoken and written by residents of Bungoma County. This is 

critical if we are to bring large number of people on board to realize the development 

agenda of the County. 

4.3.8 Eligibility of Village Administrators 

The idea of devolution to the grass root through village units were well received by the 

residents and felt they will be involved in matters of devolution. It was also noted from the 

field that some areas are vast and marginalized. In order to fulfil the dreams of these 

people, The Taskforce recommends that village administrators as well as the council of 

elders should be residents of that particular village and should at least consist of a member 

from the marginalized groups/areas. Furthermore, village administrators should not be 

transferable for public to visibly remain inalienable from County Government. Transfer of 

village administrators need not form basis of disciplinary action if such cases may arise. 

This to make village administrative unit to be at heart of public for them to feel they are 

not alienated from fruits and structures of devolution  

4.3.9 Periodic Review of Village Administrative Units  

Although delimitation of village administrative units will not automatically resolve issues 

regarding representation of minorities and marginalised groups, County Assembly need to 

enact law to periodically review village administrative units with the aim of promoting 

representation of ethnic and other minorities and marginalised in the management of 

their own affairs. This will go a long way in actualizing the fruits of devolution irrespective 

of population size of ethnic groups in Bungoma County. Similarly, The KNBS should, where 

possible, align the enumeration units used during the national census to the village 

administrative units in future if village administrative unit will continue to serve as the 

focal point for development in the County. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Summary of Issues on Delimitation of Village Administrative Units 

Many people in the County misunderstood the process as one intended to get rid of the 

existing structures in the Provincial administration, especially the Assistant Chiefs. Despite 

varying perceptions, the process was well embraced by the people. Devolution is seen by 

the majority of the people as a means of accessing services at the grass root, thus the 

village administrative unit is seen as a final unity to achieve this.  It would have been 

prudent to have benchmarked from other Counties nevertheless this excises in Bungoma 

can equally serve as a precedent to other Counties. Planners for resource allocation should 

in account the diversity of the Geographical terrain too ensure that some areas are not 

disadvantaged to ensure access. All development should target human settlements, 

natural geographic features such as rivers , hills and valleys and   should not only provide a 

basis for the marking  boundaries but development projects ought not be taken to places 

that do not support human development, people tend to get attracted to development 

projects and artificial features such as hospitals schools , banks among others. 

5.2 Limitation and Challenges 

The Taskforce in carrying out its mandate came across a few huddles which included 

human and logistical. Human challenges came from some members of the National 

Administration who thought that perhaps their work is under threat, they either failed to 

cooperate or did not help in mobilizing the citizen for the exercise, just in some few places 

like Tongaren and Kabuchai, but in most places like Mt. Elgon, they were so cooperative 

and provided some good information. Logistics included poor road network in most places 

that hampered movement. 
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5.2.1 Over-Representation and Under-Representation  

Certain wards such as Tongaren, Musikoma, Bumula wards faced challenges of under 

representation which called for a revisit to the stated areas. In some areas such as Bukusu 

South, the forums were over represented due to over mobilisation, venues that were close 

to market centres faced the challenge of over representation as the flow of people from 

market centres to the venues could not be controlled. 

5.2.2 Taskforce Facilitation 

The taskforce was faced with a challenge in capturing the participants’ views on village 

units for example it lacked recorders to get raw data. There was also time shortage 

allocated for report writing and it therefore recommends that proper facilitation should be 

exercised when it comes to such vital tasks of the county. 

5.2.3 Leaders Cooperation  

This being an exercise to further development in the County, it was only logical that the 

taskforce gets maximum cooperation from various leaders of the county in terms of 

mobilization of participants at no cost but this was not the case in that some sub-county 

administrators were uncooperative. Therefore the taskforce recommends that in such an 

exercise, leaders should be well informed for the sake of unity in the county. 

5.2.4 Poor Road Network 

 Majority of the roads in the nine sub-counties are very poor and this hinders development 

in the county as a whole. Means of communication being one of the parameters for 

delimitation of villages, this prompted for more village units especially in Mt. Elgon and 

Tongareni sub counties. The taskforce therefore recommends that village units be 

established and be allocated enough funds to maintain those roads for further 

development at the grass-root of the county. 

5.3 Conclusions. 

Through many presentations and memoranda people expressed the need to have more 

Village units but this could not be granted due to the wage bill. The limited statutory time 

frame does not allow for further consultations to achieve broader consensus on the 

process. 
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Annexes: 

Annex 1: Gazette Notice on Membership of the Task Force on Delimitation of 

Village Administrative Units 
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Annex 2: Terms of Reference for Task Force on Delimitation of Village 

Administrative Units 

1. Visit the Nine Sub-County’s and document through Citizen Participation, public 

opinion on the sustainable number of village units proposed for every ward 

2. Undertake to amicably manage potential conflicts of interest that may arise from 

time to time during the activity period 

3. Compile a report to the county Executive making recommendations on the 

feasible ( socio-economically) number of village units proposed for every ward 

4. To ensure: 

a) Observance of the rule of law 

b) The right of communities to manage their own affairs and further their own 
development 

c) Equitable sharing of administrative resources 

d) Representation of the minority and marginalized 

e) The need to rationalize the total number of villages within the ‘ sustainability 

Regime’ so as to achieve the objective of effective and efficient service 

delivery 

f) The interdependence of communities and economies e.g human settlement 

g) The need for cohesive, integrated and un-fragmented areas, including town 

areas. 
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Annex 3: Salaries and Remuneration Commission Circular on Remuneration of 

County Government Officers 
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Annex 4: Schedule of Devolved County Government Functions 

FOURTH SCHEDULE (Article 185 (2), 186 (1) and 187 (2)) 

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND THE COUNTY 

GOVERNMENTS 

PART 1—NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Foreign affairs, foreign policy and international trade. 

2. The use of international waters and water resources. 

3. Immigration and citizenship. 

4. The relationship between religion and state. 

5. Language policy and the promotion of official and local languages. 

6. National defence and the use of the national defence services. 

7. Police services, including— 

(a) The setting of standards of recruitment, training of police and use of police services; 

(b) Criminal law; and 

(c) Correctional services. 

8. Courts. 

9. National economic policy and planning. 

10. Monetary policy, currency, banking (including central banking), the incorporation and 

regulation of banking, insurance and financial corporations. 

11. National statistics and data on population, the economy and society generally. 

12. Intellectual property rights. 

13. Labour standards. 

14. Consumer protection, including standards for social security and professional pension plans. 

15. Education policy, standards, curricula, examinations and the granting of university charters. 

16. Universities, tertiary educational institutions and other institutions of research and higher 

learning and primary schools , special education, secondary schools and special education 

institutions. 

17. Promotion of sports and sports education. 

18. Transport and communications, including, in particular— 
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(a) Road traffic 

(b) The construction and operation of national trunk roads; 

(c) Standards for the construction and maintenance of other roads by counties; 

(d) Railways; 

(e) Pipelines; 

(f) Marine navigation; 

(g) Civil aviation; 

(h) Space travel; 

(i) Postal services; 

(j) Telecommunications; and 

(k) Radio and television broadcasting. 

19. National public works. 

20. Housing policy. 

21. General principles of land planning and the co-ordination of planning by the counties. 

22. Protection of the environment and natural resources with a view to establishing a 

durable and sustainable system of development, including, in particular— 

(a) Fishing, hunting and gathering; 

(b) Protection of animals and wildlife; 

(c) Water protection, securing sufficient residual water, hydraulic engineering and the 

safety of dams; and 

(d) Energy policy. 

23. National referral health facilities. 
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24. Disaster management. 

25. Ancient and historical monuments of national importance. 

26. National elections. 

28. Health policy. 

29. Agricultural policy. 

30. Veterinary policy. 

31. Energy policy including electricity and gas reticulation and energy regulation. 

32. Capacity building and technical assistance to the counties. 

33. Public investment. 

34. National betting, casinos and other forms of gambling. 

35. Tourism policy and deve 

PART 2—COUNTY GOVERNMENTS 

The functions and powers of the county are— 

1. Agriculture, including— 

(a) Crop and animal husbandry; 

(b) Livestock sale yards; 

(c) County abattoirs; 

(d) Plant and animal disease control; and 

(e) Fisheries. 

2. County health services, including, in particular— 

(a) County health facilities and pharmacies; 
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(b) Ambulance services; 

(c) Promotion of primary health care; 

(d) Licensing and control of undertakings that sell food to the public; 

(e) Veterinary services (excluding regulation of the profession); 

(f) Cemeteries, funeral parlours and crematoria; and 

(g) Refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal. 

3. Control of air pollution, noise pollution, other public nuisances and outdoor advertising. 

4. Cultural activities, public entertainment and public amenities, including— 

(a) betting, casinos and other forms of gambling; 

(b) Racing; 

(c) Liquor licensing; 

(d) Cinemas; 

(e) Video shows and hiring; 

(f) Libraries; 

(g) Museums; 

(h) Sports and cultural activities and facilities; and 

(i) County parks, beaches and recreation facilities. 

5. County transport, including— 

(a) County roads; 

(b) Street lighting; 

(c) Traffic and parking 
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(d) Public road transport; and 

(e) Ferries and harbours, excluding the regulation of international and national shipping 

and matters related thereto. 

6. Animal control and welfare, including— 

(a) Licensing of dogs; and 

(b) Facilities for the accommodation, care and burial of animals. 

7. Trade development and regulation, including— 

(a) Markets; 

(b) Trade licences (excluding regulation of professions); 

(c) Fair trading practices; 

(d) Local tourism; and 

(e) Cooperative societies. 

8. County planning and development, including— 

(a) Statistics; 

(b) Land survey and mapping; 

(c) Boundaries and fencing; 

(d) Housing; and 

(e) Electricity and gas reticulation and energy regulation. 

9. Pre-primary education, village polytechnics, homecraft centres and childcare facilities. 

10. Implementation of specific national government policies on natural resources and 

environmental conservation, including— 

(a) Soil and water conservation; and 
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(b) Forestry. 

11. County public works and services, including— 

(a) Storm water management systems in built-up areas; and 

(b) Water and sanitation services. 

12. Fire fighting services and disaster management. 

13. Control of drugs and pornography. 

14. Ensuring and coordinating the participation of communities and locations in 

governance at the local level and assisting communities and locations to develop the 

administrative capacity for the effective exercise of the functions and powers and 

participation in governance at the local level. 

Annex 5: Media Outlets Used for Public Awareness 

1. Radio Mambo FM 

2. West FM 

3. Sulwe FM 

Annex 6: Schedule of County Public Hearings 

Date  Sub- County Teams Venue     Wards Covered 

31
st

 March 2014  Tongareni Team 1 Naitiri Centre  

 

Mbakalo, Naitiri/ 

Kabuyefwe, Milima 

Team 2 Brigadier  Makutano PAG 

Church 

Ndalu, Tongaren, 

Soysambu/ Mitua 

2
nd

  April 2014 

 

Mt Elgon Team 1 Kapsokwony County Hall Elgon, Kaptama. 

Team 2 Cheptais (Bokonoi CDF 

Centre). 

Cheptais, Chesikaki,  

 

3
rd

 April 2014 Mt Elgon Team 1 Makutano Maranatha 

Church 

Chebyuk 

 

Team 2 Kapkateny Kapkateny. 

4
th

  April 2014 Webuye East Team 1 Sinoko divisional 

headquarters 

Ndivisi, Mihuu 

Team 2 Webuye Municipal Hall Mihuu, Maraka,  
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7
th 

 April 2014 Webuye West Team 1 Bokoli Centre Bokoli 

Team 2 Webuye Salvation Army Misikhu, Sitikho, Matulo. 

8
th 

 April 2014 Kimilili Team 1 St Leos Catholic Church Kamukuywa, Kibingei, 

Kimilili, Maeni. Team 2 

10
th    

 April 2014 Kabuchai Team 1 Musese CDF centre West Nalondo, 

Kabuchai/Chwele,  

Team 2 Kabuchai  Salvation 

Army 

Luuya/ Bwake, Mukuyuni, 

11
th

 April 2014 Sirisia Team 1 Lwandanyi ACK church. Lwandanyi 

Team 2 Sirisia Seminar centre/ 

Faith Church. 

Namwela, Malakisi/ South 

Kulisiru. 

14
th

 April 2014 Bumula Team 1 Mateka Catholic Church Kabula, S/Bukusu, Bumula, 

Khasoko. 

Team 2 Masielo chief’s centre W/bukusu, Kimaeti, Siboti 

15
th

 April 20014 Kanduyi Team 1 Kibabii Marakaru/ Tuuti. 

Team 2 Ekitale 

 

Bukembe West, Bukembe 

East, East Sangalo. West 

Sangalo 

16
th

  April 2014 Kanduyi Team 1 Bungoma town Township, Khalaba, 

Musikoma. Team 2 

22
nd

  April 2014 Bumula Team 1 Bumula Centre Revisited Bumula ward – 

Bumula Sub County Team 2 

24
th

 April 2014 Kanduyi Team 1 Musikoma Revisited Musikoma Ward 

Team 2 

25th April 2014 Tongaren  Team 1 Tongaren Revisited Tongaren ward  

Team 2 

Annex 7: Key informant Interview Questionnaire 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Thank you for taking your time to fill in this questionnaire, the findings are purposely 

meant to assist in coming up with a comprehensive report on delimitation of village units 

in Bungoma County. This information shall be treated with utmost secrecy and shall not be 

used by the public in its raw form. 
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A. Participants Detailed Information 

Name……………………………………….....................…Phone number…………………………………………… 

Sub-Location………………………………….................Location....................................................... 

Ward…………………………………………………............Sub county..................................................... 

B. What in your opinion what are the benefits of devolution to the common 

“mwananchi”. 

..........................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................. .............

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 

 In accordance to the County Govt Act Sec 48. What in your opinion should be the most 

crucial factor to consider in mapping out villages? 

i) Population size 

ii) Geographical features 

iii) Community of interest, Historical, Economic and cultural ties 

iv) Means of communication 

vi) How long have the clans co-existed together (in your ward, sub county, County) 

vii) Which are majority/ minority of clans in the existing Wards in your sub-

county.......................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 
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C. Proposed Delimitation of village Units 

i) Should the proposed villages assume the current boundaries as sub locations or 

locations or do you propose that the people’s opinions regarding altering boundaries 

count. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………...................................................................

............................................................................................ 

ii) In areas where people are minorities and marginalised, should we consider giving 

priority to the Sec 48 parameters of the County Government Act or Article 56 of the 

Kenyan Constitution where the marginalised rights should be considered? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………...................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

....................................... 

iii) That be the case state reasons for proposal i) and ii) above 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………………...................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

............ 

D. Rationale for the Proposed Village Administrative Units  

i) Reasons for coming up with new boundaries. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

ii) Reasons for retaining the current Administrative Units 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………… 

iii) There have been instances where politicians (especially those that unsuccessfully vied 

for positions) have made people believe that this is a political process rather than 

administrative. What’s your take? 

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

.......... 

iv) There has been a concern about the administrative boundaries in Mt Elgon, do you 

think that they promote ethnic disharmony, what can be done to get such sentiments out 

of the people? 

..................................................................................................................................................
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..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

.......... 

 Any comment on the exercise of delimiting Village Units. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…… 

Annex 8: Human Resource Management Expert Questionnaire 

1. The County Government is planning to hire village administrators.  What in your 

opinion should be the minimum academic and professional qualifications?  

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

................................... 

 

2. What do you recommend as terms and conditions of service for this cadre of 

officer?                                                                                                                                                                 

      

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................
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......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

.................................. 

3. The current governments are facing huge wage bill.  Do you think this should be 

used as a means to impede the wishes of the people as far as their demands for the 

number of villages is concerned 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................... 

 

4. Kindly give us any form of advice you would give regarding this position of a village 

administrator. 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

................... 

Annex 9:      Population / Demographic Expert Questionnaire. 

1) Population is calculated based on population quota, what is the consequence of 

deviating to another variable e.g. the Nyumba Kumi Initiative. 

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................
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..................................................................................................................................................

..... 

2. What is the relationship between population and geographical features? 

(a) Natural features 

(b) Artificial/human features 

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..... 

3.  Do you think devolution of services should target population (settlements) or target 

geographical areas?  

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

................. 

4. What in your opinion can the devolved government borrow from central government in 

terms of using statistics to bring development to the people? 

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

................. 

 5.In your opinion do you think both the National and County governments have adequate 

policies to regulate on migration of people during census e.g due to conflict as it happened 

in Mt Elgon and Mukwa sub location  

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................
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..................................................................................................................................................

...... 

6. Do you have any opinion you can give regarding delimitation of village units. 

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..... 

Annex 10: Conflict Management and Resolution Experts Questionnaire  

1. Violent conflicts majorly emerge as a result of disagreements on sharing of 

resources or boundaries, there has been a warning in some areas that if the task 

force doesn’t  grant the villages indiscriminately there shall spark violent conflict, 

e.g. in Emia (Soi people) and Chebyuk (Dorobo’s) of Mt. Elgon.  What is your take? 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

........... 

 

2. The legal framework is clear on the parameters in the delimitation of Village Units.  

What happens in a case where some areas refused the parameters and came up 

with their own data? 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

....... 

(i) Can our adherence to the legal framework be a source of conflict to their 

interests? 

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................
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..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

.......... 

(ii) Can you term this as an early warning indicator 

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

............... 

 

3. In your opinion do you embrace the concept of devolution as having the say of the 

people or do you embrace the legal framework that deals with aspects of 

population quota, statistics and parameters in delimiting Village Units?  What in 

your opinion supersedes the other 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

............ 


